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UNITED NATIONS
INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM

MEMORANDUM INTERIEL.iR

The Secretary-General

TO:
A:

DATE:

19 January 1996

REFERENCE : _ _ _ _ _ __
THROUGH :
S/C DE :

Mr. Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff, EOSG

FROM :
DE:

Samir Sanbar, Assistant Se~ary-General
Department of Public Inf~tion

SUBJECT:
OBJET:

Photographs of the Secretary-General's visit
to Washington

I am pleased to enclose the photographs taken on

',,

the occasion of the Secretary-General's visit to
Washington as well as two copies of President
Clinton's Presidential Procl\mation commemorating the
50th anniversary. Both have been forwarded by UNIC
Washington .
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United Nations Day, 1995
By the President of the United States of America

A Proclamation
Fifty years ago, at the end of the most destructive war the world has ever known , delegates from
fifty-one countries met in San Francisco to establish the United Nations. Inspired by a common determination "to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war," the delegates recognized that their vision
of a better world could not simply be defined by the absence of conflict, nor could peace be maintained
without broad inter-national cooperation. Thus they resolved to "unite our strength to maintain international
peace and security," to " promote social progress and better standards of life," and to reaffirm universal
human rights .
This year, the U.N., which now numbers 185 member countries, has continued its tradition of promoting
peace and security around the globe. Its agencies are important instruments in the campaign to stop
the proliferation of nuclear arms and other weapons of mass destruction. It works to provide security
for the conduct of free elections. And United Nations troops strive to keep the peace in places of
great importance to the United States-on the Kuwait border, in the Mediterranean and in Europe.
We can also be proud of the U.N. agencies and programs that work to support su.,tainable development,
protect the environment, battle the spread of disease, and promote human rights. In fighting the deadly
outbreak of the Ebola virus, immunizing millions of children, and securing relief for hundreds of thousands
of refugees, agencies like the World Health Organization, UNICEF, and the United Nations High Commissions
for Human Rights and Refugees make important contributions to the international community.
The U.N. enters its second half-century of service facing new opportunities and challenges. If the nations
of the world are to fully embrace these opportunities and overcome these challenges, we must work
more closely together to fully realize the principles of the original Uniteci Nations Charter and must
commit to improving the organization's efficiency and effectiveness. During this momentous anniversary
celebration , let us reaffirm the ideals , principles, and goals contained in the Charter and rededicate
ourselves to working for the good of all humankind .
NOW, THEREFORE, I, WILLIAM J. CLINTON, President of the United States of America, by virtue
of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and laws of the United States, do hereby proclaim
Tuesday, October 24, 1995, as United Nations Day. I encourage all Americans to acquaint themselves
with the activities and accomplishments of the U.N. and to observe this day with appropriate ceremonies ,
programs, and activities furthering the goal of international cooperation.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this twenty-third day of October, in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-five, and of the Independence of the United States of America
the two hundred and twentieth.
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EXltCUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
CABINET DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL

December 1995

REf'IERENCE:

Dear Mr. Condit,

On behalf of the Secretary-General, I should like to acknowledge
receipt of your letter of 27 November 1995, of which due note has been taken.
A copy of the letter was sent to the Centre for Human Rights for proper
consideration.
Yours sincerely,

Mr. Gary A. Condit
Member of Congress
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515-0518
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November 27, 1995

The Honorable Boutros-Boutros Ghali
Secretary General of the United Nations
United Nations Headquarters
New York, New York 10017
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Dear Secretary General Ghali:
While I am pleased that the United Nations took such strong action to condemn Nigeria for
its execution of nine political activists, I am concerned that repression in other regions of the
world continues to go unnoticed. Specifically, human ri hts abuses in India have been
prevalent and must cease.
Earlier this year, Jaswant Singh Khalra, general secretary of the Human Rights Wing
( Shiromani Akal( Dal), issued ~r~ort showing that over ~25, 000- YOU_!lg Sikh men have been
kidna p_ed by the Indiangovemment, tortured and 'lled. His report detailed how their
bodies were then listed as "unidentified" and cremated to cover up police responsibility.
These young Sikhs are among more than 150,000 Sikhs murdered by the Indian government
in Punjab, Khalistan since 1984. For this, r. Khalra was abducted by the police in
Amritsar on September 6. His whereabouts remain unknown. Mr. Khalra had been
previously told by the Amritsar police chief that "it would not be hard to make one more
disappear." In an Urgent Action bulletin issued on September 7, Amnesty International
expressed fear that he may be made to "disappear" and tortured.

a

On October 19, sixt -five members of the U.S. Congress, including myself, _wrote to .
Indian Prime Minister P.V. Narashima Rao demanding the release of Mr. Khalra. I am
enclosing a copy of that letter. No action has been taken. We are con~ned that Mr.
Khalra will simply become one more victim of Indian "democracy." I am also enclosing
recent correspondence I received from President Clinton expressing his concern about
this situation.

In light of your action against the Nigerian government, it is hypocritical for the United
Nations to tum a blind eye to India's tyranny. I call upon you to take strong action against
India. Specifically, I ask that the United Nations issue a strong statement condemning the
murders of over 25 ,'tJ'(f<f Sikhr an d tha t tbe United Nations demand the release of Mr. Khalra
by India immediately.

THIS STATIONERY PRINTED ON PAPER MADE OF RECYCLED FIBERS

w1ro-

It is incumbent upon the U.N. under the United Nations charter to defend basic human
rights. Freedom is the universal right of all peoples and nations. I look forward to your
response.

Sincerely,

c:::: .. ..,____. .
GARY A. CONDIT'
Member of Congress
GAC/ed
enclosures
cc: Madeline Albright, U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
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Congress of tbt It nittb i>tates
J,ousc of ·~tprcscntatibcs
Ba~bington, ))(( 20515

October 19, 1995

The Honorable P.V. Narashima Rao
Prime Minister of India
Chankaya Puri
New Delhi, India
Dear Prime Minister Rao:
According to an Amnesty International "Urgent Action" bulletin issued on
September 7, Punjab police abducted Sikh human rights activist Jaswant Singh
Khalra from his home in Amritsar on September 6. His whereabouts are
unknown. As the general secretary of Human Rights Wing (Shiromani Akali
Dal), Mr. Khalra had published a report showing that the Punjab police have
arrested more than 25,000 young Sikh men, tortured them, murdered them, then
declared them "unidentified" and cremated their bodies. These atrocities are
intolerable in any country, especially one that calls itself a democracy. After the
report was published, Mr. Khalra was told by the Amritsar district police chief,
"We have made 25,000 disappear. It would be easy to make one more
disappear." This abuse of police power is inexcusable.
The right to speak out and expose atrocities is one of the most
fundamental rights of free individuals. As long as Mr. Khalra remains in
detention, how can anyone in India feeJ secure exercising his or her democratic
liberties?
Many of us wrote to you.previously urging that the passports of Sikh
leader Samranjit Singh Mann and Dalit ("black untouchable") leader V.T.
Rajshekar be restored. Your government has not acted, and Mr. Mann and Mr.
Rajshekar remain unable to travel. The right to travel is fundamental to a
democratic nation.

Mr. Prime Minister, we call upon your government to release Mr. Khalra
immediately . We also urge you to restore the passports of Mr. R.ajshekar and
Mr. Mann. If India is a democratic country, it must end these gross violations of
human rights and democratic principles. Only then can democracy truly begin to
flower. We await your response.
Sincerely,
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Collin Peterson, M.C.
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Martin R. Hoke, M.C.
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Jerry Solomon, M.C.
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. Ed Whitfield, M.C.
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Melvin L. .
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Barbara Cubin, M.C.
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Steve Schiff, M.C.

Chris Cox, M.C.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 15, 1995

Dear Representative Condit:
Thank you for sharing with me your recent
letter to Prime Minister Rao of India
regarding the situation in Punjab.
I, too, am concerned by the reports regarding
Jaswant Singh Khalra.
The U.S. Embassy in
New Delhi has already made inquiries into
these allegations with various Indian
government agencies, and Ambassador Wisner
has raised the issue with high-ranking Indian
officials. We will continue these efforts.
I appreciate your interest and concern on
this issue.
With best wishes and warm regards.
Sincerely,

Representative Gary A. Condit
House of Representatives
· Washington, D.C . . 20515-0518
l
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OUTGOING FAX NO.:
DATE: 21 December 1995

TO: H.E. Mr. E. Gnehm
Deputy Permanent
Representative
United States Mission
to the United Nations

FROM: Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff, EOSG

FAX NO.: 415 4443

FAX NO.:

212-963-2155

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRANSMITTED PAGES INCLUDING THIS PAGE:
You may be interested in the attached.
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Dear Mr. Secretary-General:
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Having destabilized the U.N. by refusing to pay the assessed amounts obligated
by treaty, the United States has participated in the Security Council's assignment of
missions in the fonner Yugoslavia to the U.N. that have had ambiguous mandates and
woefully inadequate resources. The Security CoW1cil has sent defe-nseless U.N.
pea~kcepers into WliI'. Now NATO sends a force equipped for war into a very limited
role in monitoring the peace accord.
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J know you have informed the Security Council consistently of the difficulties of
the missions assigned to the U.N. in the fonner Yugoslavia. You have forcefully
reported that the tJ.N. does not hnve the "present ability to undertake an enforc.cment
operation" such as that proJX>sed for eastern Slavonia. If NATO is unwilling to accept
this responsibility, then certainly the Security Council must assure that the proJX>~ U.N.
forc-e will be at least as well-treated as the NATO forces -- protected, trained, supplied,
commanded and financed. Iqs certainly appropriate at this mom~nt to insist tllat the
members states, particularly the United States, make fonds available before any mission
is sc~t to the field .
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There is no one 0U1er thar. you, Mr. Secref.ary-GenernJ, ,, ·l--0 can prevent the abuse
of the U.N~b>· member states who have an agenda tha1 would permit undi!rminiri.g Thi
ifN. to accomplish other purposes. To assign it responsibilities without the resou-i-ces
·-· to carry them out is to make the U.l'i. the scapegoat of international disasters. Your voice
is the. onlv voice that can protect the integrity and future of the United Nations. You will
be the m~st honored among leaders by future gencrat~ons if you ar~ steadfast at this
critice.1 time.
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20 December 1995

Dear Mr. Secretary-General,
·•.

It is with deep regret that I received from your Office of Legal Affairs a copy of
the letter of 1 December 1995 addressed to you by Secretary of State Warren Christopher
notifying the withdrawal of the United States of America from UNIDO. This decision
was also announced to the UNIDO General Conference by the United States Permanent
Representative, Ambassador John B. Ritch III, on 4 December 1995.
Our disappointment was explicitly shared at this recent General Conference by all
the other Member States of UNIDO which acknowledged our relevance and progress in
reforms. Japan spoke for many in saying that UNIDO was in the forefront of reform and
that "withdrawing from UNIDO works as a serious disincentive to other organizations".
The Austrian President, Dr. Thomas Klestil, in his opening statement acknowledged these
achievements, stressing "UNIDO's process of reform has started earlier and has gone
further than that of other agencies". As you know, the Group of 77 and China in New
York expressed th~ir regret, "particularly as the announced withdrawal comes at a time
when the Organization is currently undertaking a bold programme of reform and renewal
to re-define its purpose and priorities, reshape its organizational structure, reduce its
administrative costs and rationalize its management systems and working methods".

Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General
United Nations
One United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017
U.S.A.
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As you are aware, UNIDO initiated these reforms in 1993 and proceeded in
1994/95 upon unanimous approval by all our Member States at Yaounde in December
1993. The results achieved and their impacts were presented at our sixth General
Conference a few weeks ago in Vienna. As mentioned before, these achievements were
widely recognized by all our Member States, including by the USA. I am taking the
liberty of sending you a copy of our synthesized report on the reforms entitled "Impact of
Reform".
This reform process must be seen in its proper context: It is a response to the
changing global pattern and emerging concerns of developing countries in respect of
industrial development as well as to the ongoing restructuring of international
cooperation, in particular of the UN system.
The ministerial meetings which we held in Africa, Asia and Latin America this
year gave us essential insights into the changing requirements for international
cooperation in the field of industry, confirmed the key role which developing countries
assign to industrialization for attaining overall socio-economic growth and demonstrated
an ever increasing demand for our services. I wish to also draw your attention to the
Global Forum on Industry - Perspective for 2000 and Beyond, held in New Delhi in
October this year. The Forum addressed the important issues of industrial partnerships,
implications of liberalized trade and investment, the role of technology, environmental
challenges, employment and social aspects of industrialization, the changing role of
governments and international cooperation for industry.
I have thus sharpened the focus of UNIDO's programmes. Seven thematic
priorities are singled out as described in the report mentioned above.
Nevertheless, the range of issues connected with industrial development is wide
and complex and includes areas in which UNIDO has no specific mandate or to which it
is not attaching prime priority. It is therefore more important than ever to award highest
attention to inter-agency coordination and cooperation with other United Nations entities
covering related subjects. In pursuance of the UNIDO constitution designating UNIDO
as the central coordinating body in the field of industry, a role that has been specifically
highlighted and reiterated by the 6th General Conference, I have recently called on
relevant heads of other specialized agencies and organizations of the United Nations
system to join me in the exercise of conceiving effective collaboration and defining the
complementarities of expertise and resources available. A copy of my letter of
4 December 1995 to my colleagues in the United Nations system is attached of your
information. I am looking forward to your support in this respect.
Notwithstanding the serious financial constraints that UNIDO will have to face in
the very near future, we shall pursue our efforts to further focus and revitalize the
Organization and to carry out our programmes in a most effective manner for the benefit
of developing countries and economies in transition in Eastern Europe and the Former
Soviet Union. Fortunately, the further revision that we have made, with the support of
external consultants, of our organizational structure and our administrative processes, has
allowed us to submit and obtain approval from Member States for a leaner programme
and budgets for the 1996-1997 biennium , which will ensure the maintenance of our core

3
programmes, with 25 per cent savings coming fundamentally from administrative and
non-substantive areas.
Unfortunately, I will have to proceed in the next three to four months to reduce
over 200 posts, a process that has begun already through a first-phase voluntary
separation programme.
I shall keep your office fully informed of these endeavour and report initial
achievements at the next meeting of the ACC.
Merry Christmas and a prosperous New Year!
Yours sincerely,

Mauricio de Maria y Campos
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PRESS RELEASE

799 United Nations Pla za
New York, N.Y. 10017
Tel. 212-415-4050
FAX 212-415-4053

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS ~a-r-1,.- (r(p 1, USUN PRESS RELEASE #239- (95)
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 1T L~
DECEMBER 13, 1995

Statement by Ambassador Madeleine K. Albright
United States Permanent Representative
to the United Nations
December 13, 1995

The United States strongly supports creating a U.N.
peacekeeping mission to implement the Basic Agreement on Eastern
Slavonia.
I do not agree with the reservations expressed by
Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali about such an operation
nor do I find compelling his arguments in favor of this mission
being undertaken by a multinational force.
Indeed, implementing this agreement is an appropriate and
important mission for the United Nations. While the U.N. should
take care not to assume tasks it is unable to fulfill, I believe
it is a grave mistake for the Secretary General to shy away from
legitimate operations, supported by key members of the Security
Council, that advance the prospects for peace in the Balkans.
In
particular, I believe it is misguided and counterproductive to
argue that the U.N. should avoid this operation because of the
risk of exacerbating a negative image of U.N. activities in the
former Yugoslavia.
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8 December 1995

Dear Mr. Chairman,
I would like to thank you for your letter dated
27 November, which this Office received on 7 December,
and fo r the enclosed copy of "African-American
Participation At The United Nations".
The Secretary-General is away from Headquarters
at present, but your report will be given to him upon
his return.
I know that the Secretary-General will
read it with great interest.
In addition, I was pleased to learn that the
cooperation between Mr. Stopford and the Congressional
Black Caucus was so fruitful.
I can assure you that
your favourable comments about Mr. Stopford's
performance will be duly noted.
Yours sincerely,

The Honourable Donald M. Payne
Chairman
Congressional Black Caucus
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington D.C.
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AFRICAN-AMERICAN PARTICIPATION AT THE UNITED
NATIONS
SUMMARY
African-Americans have been interested and involved in the United Nations
since its establishment. Indeed, a number of African-Americans were observers
at the conference establishing the United Nations, and Ralph Bunche
participated in that conference as a member of the State Department's official
delegation staff. Bunche joined the United Nations' staff in 1946 and continued
to serve there until shortly before his death in 1971. In the late 1940s, with
extraordinary skill, persistence, and sensitivity, he was instrumental in
achieving a cease-fire and successful negotiation of an armistice in Palestine.
He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1950 for his noteworthy work as a
peace negotiator and keeper of the armistice. In 1955 Bunche was appointed
Under Secretary-General of the United Nations, the highest ranking American
in the U.N. Secretariat. In that capacity he continued to address some of the
most contentious peacekeeping issues in which the United Nations was involved
including the 1956 Suez crisis, the 1960 Congo crisis, Cyprus, and the 1967
Arab-Israeli war.
Three African-Americans have headed the U.S. m1ss1on to the United
Nations as U.S. Permanent Representat ives to the United Nations with the rank
of ambassador: Andrew Young, Donald McHenry, and Edward Perkins. Andrew
Young served as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations from January 1977
until August 1979. During his tenure at the United Nations, he is credited with
strengthening the U.S. commitment to multilateral diplomacy, and with
improving U.S. relations with many African and Third World countries. Donald
McHenry succeeded Young as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations having
served as Young's deputy, and brought notable diplomatic skills and particular
expertise in Asian and African matters to his position. Edward Perkins, a career
Foreign Service Officer, served as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations at the
end of President Bush's t erm, from May 1992 until January 1993.
A number of African-Americans have served on the U.S. delegation with the
rank of Ambassador. James Nabrit, Jr. was Deputy permanent Representative
and U.S. Representative to the U.N. Security Council in 1965 and 1966.
Franklin Williams, Clarence Clyde Ferguson, Jr., and Alan Keyes, Jr. served
with the rank of Ambassador as U.S. Representatives on the U.N. Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC), and Robert Kitchen was alternate Representative to
that body. Other African-Americans have participated on U.S. delegations to the
U.N. General Assembly.
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AFRICAN-AMERICAN PARTICIPATION AT THE UNITED
NATIONS 1
INTRODUCTION
Since the inception of the United Nations, African-Americans have been
actively interested and involved in its development. Observers at the conference
establishing the United Nations in San Francisco in April 1945 included Mary
McLeod Bethune of the National Council of Negro Women, Mordecai W.
Johnson of Howard University, W.E.B. DuBois and Walter White of the NAACP.
Ralphe Bunche, acting chief of the division of dependent territories at the
Department of State attended as part of the official delegation staff. This brief
survey outlines the contributions of some African-Americans who served at the
United Nations, in its employ, or as Representatives of the United States.
Since 1945, the extent of African-American involvement with the United
Nations and international affairs has depended on the following factors: (1) the
degree of American involvement in multilateral diplomacy; (2) the intensity of
African-American political activism at home; (3) African-American identification
with democracy and independence movements abroad, particularly those in
Africa; and (4) the growing cadre of educated, politically active AfricanAmericans who advocated the inter-relationship between domestic and global
issues of justice, equality, and freedom. The most intense interest appeared
when all these factors converged on the national political agenda: immediately
after World War II and during the Civil Rights movement of the 1960s and
1970s.
In 1946, Ralph Bunche went to work for the United Nations with the
Trusteeship Council, formed "to safeguard the interests and welfare of non-selfgoverning peoples in territories held either under League of Nations mandates
or detached from enemy countries after World War 11."2 Bunche was
instrumental in several major initiatives to resolve conflicts, notably during the
first Arab-Israeli War in 1948. In the late 1970s, Ambassadors Andrew Young
and Donald McHenry headed the U.S. Mission to the United Nations, and in the
early 1990s Ambassador Edward Perkins served in that capacity. James M.
Nabrit Jr. had earlier served with the rank of Ambassador as Deputy Permanent
Representative and Representative to the U.N. Security Council. Three AfricanAmericans have served with the rank of Ambassador as U.S. Representatives on
the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC): Franklin Williams, Clarence Clyde

1The brief selected bibliography at the end of this report lists some of the major
sources for the information presented.
2 Franklin, John Hope. From Slavery to Freedom, A History of Negro Americans,
Fifth Edition, Alfred A Knopf, New York: 1980. p. 447.
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Ferguson, Jr., and Alan L. Keyes, Jr. Other African-Americans have served on
U.S. delegations to the U.N. General Assembly.
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RALPH JOHNSON BUNCHE AND THE UNITED NATIONS
"I have a number of very strong biases ....! have a deep-seated
bias against hate and intolerance. I have a bias against
racial and religious bigotry. I have a bias against war,
a bias for peace. I have a bias which leads me to believe
in the essential goodness of my fellow man, which leads me to
believe that no problem in human relations is ever insoluble.
And I have a strong bias in favor of the United Nations and
its ability to maintain a peaceful world." Ralph J. Bunche 3

Ralph J. Bunche (August 7, 1904 - December 9, 1971), political scientist,
educator, U.S. State Department official, and U.N. official, focused his attention
at the United Nations on race relations, trusteeship, and colonial policies.
Bunche's work at the United Nations began in May, 1946, when SecretaryGeneral Trygvie Lie "borrowed" him from the U.S. State Department to work as
director of the Trusteeship Division, which Bunche had helped to organize. He
continued to serve there until October 1971, two months before he died.
Bunche, son of Olive Agnes and Fred Bunche, was born in Detroit,
Michigan. His father was a barber, and his mother a musician. After his
parents deaths in 1916, young Bunche and his sister went to live in Los Angeles,
California with his maternal grandmother Lucy Johnson. He attended the
University of California at Los Angeles, where he majored in international
relations. He graduated summa cum laude in 1927, and earned membership
in Phi Beta Kappa. The following year, he received a M.A. degree in
government from Harvard University, and joined the faculty at Howard
University in Washington, D.C., becoming full professor in 1937. Meanwhile,
he returned to Harvard to complete his doctoral dissertation, comparing the rule
of a mandated area, French Togoland, with that of a colony, Dahomey, in
French West Africa. He was awarded a PhD. in 1934. Post-doctoral fellowships
awarded by the Social Science Research Council in anthropology and colonial
policy followed, at Northwestern University, the London School of Economics,
and the Union of South Africa's Capetown University.

In 1938, Bunche embarked on an extraordinary project under the auspices
of the Carnegie Corporation of New York. Working as chief of staff to Gunnar
Myrdal, the Swedish economist, he traveled through the southern United States
for two years investigating the condition of African-Americans in America. The
result of that work was a monumental two-volume study of race relations in the
United States, An American Dilemma, completed in 1940. His studies and his
concern about race and class would continue in his future work with the State
Department and the United Nations.
In 1941, after the outbreak of World War II, Bunche went to work as senior
social science analyst for the Office of the Coordinator of Information (later the
Office of Strategic Services) in the Africa and Far East sections. He later
3

Quoted in The New York Times editorial, December 12, 1971.
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became area specialist on Africa and dependent areas in the Division of
Territorial Studies at the State Department, then acting associate chief of the
Division of Dependent Area Affairs (Office of Special Political Affairs ).
President Harry Truman selected Bunche, an expert on trusteeships, as
adviser and U.S. delegate to a number of U. N. conferences, where he worked to
draw up what later became the non-self-governing territories and trusteeship
sections of the U.N. Charter and developed plans for governance for the former
Italian colonies. In May 1946, Bunche officially joined the U.N. Secretariat as
director of the Trusteeship Division, which he had helped organize.
Palestine was a critical post-war problem. Britain wished to give up its
mandate. Jewish survivors of the Nazi holocaust wanted to leave Europe,
immigrate to Palestine and join other Jews already in Palestine in creating a
Jewish State. The Arabs, who formed a majority of the population in Palestine,
opposed the influx. In 1947, Bunche studied the situation and recommended
partition of the country into Jewish and Arab states, and a majority in the U.N.
General Assembly voted for partition in November 1947; Arab leaders rejected
the partition plan. Bunche was appointed principal secretary of the United
Nations Palestine Commission in December 1947. After fighting broke out
between Jews and Arabs, the U.N. Commission requested that the U.N. Security
Council create an international armed force to implement the partition of
Palestine, and study the conditions of a truce. In May 1948, following the
withdrawal of British forces, Jewish leaders proclaimed the state oflsrael, which
was immediately recognized by the United States, the Soviet Union, and various
other countries. Neighboring Arab states attacked the nascent Israeli state and
major fighting continued for several months. When Count Folke Bernadotte,
the main U.N. negotiator was assassinated on September 17, 1948 by Jewish
extremists, Bunche succeeded him as acting mediator. According to Seymour
Maxwell Finger, the achievement of a cease-fire, followed by the successful
negotiation of an armistice was "in substantial measure due to the astuteness,
extraordinary skill, sensitivity, patience, and dogged persistence of Ralph
Bunche." 4 In 1950, Bunche was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in recognition
for his work as peace negotiator and keeper of the armistice.
Bunche was appointed U.N. Under Secretary-General for Special Political
Affairs in 1955, and continued to be involved in many important U.N.
operations: following the Suez crisis, during the 1960 Congo conflict, the 1963
intervention of the U.N. forces at the time of the Tshombe-Katanga secession,
the Arab-Israeli war in 1967, and in Cyprus. Bunche, the highest ranking
American in the U.N. Secretariat, was a strong supporter of the United Nations
and in promoting racial and ethnic equality.

Finger, Seymour Maxwell. American Ambassadors at the U.N., People, Politics, and
Bureaucracy in Making Foreign Policy, Holmes & Meier, New York: 1988, p. 56. Finger
was senior advisor on Economic and Social Affairs (1956-1964), then Ambassador and
senior advisor to the Permanent Representative (1967-1971) .
4
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U.S. PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVES TO THE UNITED NATIONS
Andrew Jackson Young (March 12, 1932 - )

Andrew Young was nominated U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations by
President-elect Jimmy Carter in December 1976. Both men were from Georgia,
Carter was sympathetic to the cause of civil rights, and Young supported
Governor Carter's bid for the Democratic Presidency in 1976. Young was the
first African-American, first ordained minister, and youngest person to lead the
American delegation at the United Nations. Young assumed office on January
30, 1977.
Andrew J. Young was born in New Orleans, Louisiana. His father was a
dentist and his mother a school teacher. After receiving his Bachelor's degree
at Howard University in 1951, he received a B.D. degree in 1955 from the
Hartford Theological Seminary, where he was inspired by Gandhi's philosophy
of nonviolent resistance and economic action. After serving as pastor in several
southern towns, Young moved to New York City, where he worked for the
National Council of Churches. In 1961, he moved to Atlanta, Georgia to work
with Martin Luther King, Jr. and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
in the non-violent civil rights movement. In 1968, after King was murdered,
Young decided that politics was the path toward progress in race relations. He
ran for Congress in 1970, lost, then wqp in his subsequent bids in 1972 and
1974, becoming the first African-American Congressman from Georgia since
Reconstruction.

It was during Young's second term in Congress, that Jimmy Carter won the
Presidency and offered Young the Ambassadorship to the United Nations.
Young, encouraged by the progress made through non-violent actions on the
domestic front and inspired by the work of Ralph Bunche at the United Nations,
eagerly accepted the appointment, believing that he could apply the principles
of the civil rights movement in the international arena. Because of his close
working relationship with President Carter and Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
and his stress on non-violence, negotiation, and economic pressure, Young
worked toward moving the United Nations and African combatants toward
negotiated peaceful settlements and ultimately independence under majority rule
in Zimbabwe (Rhodesia) and Namibia.
With the support of Carter and Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, Young
succeeded in drawing in Britain, Canada, France and the Federal Republic of
Germany to form a contact group on Namibia. At the United Nations and
within African and European capitals, talks continued, until acceptable terms
were worked out in 1978: in Namibia there would be U.N. controlled and
supervised elections by secret ballot after the elimination of discriminatory laws,
the release of political prisoners, the withdrawal of South African troops and a
cease-fire.
Rhodesia presented another problem. The U.N. Security Council had
imposed mandatory economic sanctions on Rhodesia in 1966, strengthened the
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sanctions in 1968, and expanded them again in 1977. Ultimately, in December
1979, an agreement was worked out that led to a cease-fire, the establishment
of a new government based on majority rule elections, and an end to
international economic sanctions. Young, with the aid of Donald McHenry, was
instrumental in pushing for these negotiated settlements through patient
networking and organized pressure.
In August 1979, it was revealed that Young had a private meeting with the
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) representative at the United Nations
with the purpose of furthering Middle East peace negotiations. Whether the
meeting(s) had been officially authorized or not remains unclear. The United
States had promised Israel that it would not deal with the PLO while it
supported the violent overthrow of the Jewish State and terrorist tactics.
Jewish organizations were alarmed and some Members of Congress drew up a
request for his resignation, Young took full responsibility for his actions and
submitted his resignation on August 15, 1979.
After resigning from his U .N. post, Young remained a popular leader having
established a reputation in the international community for improving relations
with newly developing countries in Africa and Asia. Young continues to
participate in public life, writing, speaking and serving as mayor of Atlanta for
several terms. He is currently Co-Chairman of the Atlanta Committee for the
Olympic Games.

Donald F. McHenry ( October 13, 1936 -

)

Donald McHenry replaced Andrew Young as Ambassador. He had worked
as Young's Deputy at the Security Council since early 1977. In fact, McHenry
had been instrumental in working out the 1978 proposals for peace and
independence for Namibia. McHenry was a highly respected diplomat with State
Department experience, familiarity with the workings of the Federal
bureaucracy as well as U.N. experience. Furthermore, while he shared Young's
views and enjoyed the confidence of Secretary Vance, he was considered to be
publicly more "discreet". McHenry served as Ambassador to the United Nations
through the end of President Carter's term in office.
McHenry was born in St. Louis, Missouri. His mother, Dora Lee raised her
family of three children alone. In 1_957, McHenry received his B.S. degree from
the Illinois State University. He continued his studies in public speaking and
international affairs at Southern Illinois University, receiving an M.S. degree in
1959. He then moved to Washington, D.C. where he taught English at Howard
University and pursued graduate work in international relations at Georgetown
University. In 1963, McHenry joined the State Department. He served as
foreign affairs officer in the Dependent Areas Section of the Office of U.N.
Political Affairs, then as assistant to the Secretary of State. He also served as
alternate representative to the U.N. Trusteeship Council, and participated in
U.N. conferences on apartheid and racial discrimination, and human rights.
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McHenry resigned from the State Department in 1973. He taught at
Georgetown University's School of Foreign Service and at American University.
In addition, he worked at Brookings Institution, and served as director of
humanitarian policy studies at the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
After Jimmy Carter won the Presidential election, he named McHenry Deputy
Permanent Representative to the U.N. Security Council. McHenry's ability to
attend to details complemented Young's flair for projecting bold, general
concepts. McHenry's visit to Angola helped diffuse conflict there. He helped
develop plans for the U.N.-supported withdrawal of South Africa from Namibia,
and worked to establish cooperation with African nations such as Angola,
Botswana, Mozambique, Tanzania, and Zambia.
When Andrew Young submitted his resignation, Carter demonstrated his
continued support for the Young-McHenry team, respect for McHenry's
expertise on Asian and African affairs, and the Administration's commitment to
ending racism and apartheid in Southern Africa. He asked McHenry to assume
the leadership of the U.S. Mission to the United Nations. McHenry stepped into
the position in September 1979.
McHenry won the U.N. Security Council's unanimous support for demands
for immediate release of American hostages taken in Iran in November 1979.
Attempts to mobilize an international economic boycott of Iran failed when the
Soviet Union vetoed the measure. The Soviet Union's incursion into
Afghanistan in December provoked reaction in the Security Council, which was
quashed by a Soviet veto. In the General Assembly, however, McHenry won
approval for a resolution demanding the immediate, unconditional and total
withdrawal of the foreign troops from Afghanistan.
A major foreign policy uproar occurred when McHenry joined in the
unanimous condemnation of Israel for its establishment of settlements on the
occupied West Bank and in the Gaza Strip. The United States had previously
been careful to abstain on such votes in the Security Council. However, Carter's
preoccupation with Iran, Afghanistan, hostages in Colombia, and the election
campaign apparently led to delayed response and confusing instructions to
modify the text of the resolution. The Carter team was trying to implement the
Camp David accords, including the Israeli recognition of the legitimate rights of
the Palestinians and the promised suspension of settlements in the West Bank,
but did not wish to engender hostilities by participating in a general
condemnation. Two days after the vote, President Carter disavowed it, and
Secretary of State Vance assumed responsibility for the mix-up.
When Carter lost his bid for re-election in 1980, McHenry finished out the
year at the United Nations and returned to writing and teaching at Georgetown
University. He also serves as consultant on foreign relations and on the
editorial board of Foreign Policy magazine. He is currently also serving as the
State Department's Special Envoy for Nigeria.
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Edward Joseph Perkins (June 8, 1928 -

)

Edward Perkins was appointed by President George Bush as U.S.
Permanent Representative to the United Nations. He served in that role from
May 7, 1992 to January 31, 1993.
Perkins received a B.A. from the University of Maryland in 1968, and
graduate degrees (MPA in 1972 and PhD. in 1978) from the University of
Southern California. A foreign service officer with extensive experience in
personnel and management matters as well as in Asian and African affairs,
Perkins directed the Office of West African Affairs at the Department of State
1983-85). He served as U.S. Ambassador to Liberia (1985-86) and to South
Africa (1986-89). Perkins was Director General of the Foreign Service from
1989 until his appointment as U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations. He is
currently U.S. Ambassador to Australia.

U.S. REPRESENTATIVES TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL
James Madison Nabrit, Jr. (September 4, 1900- )

In 1965, while president of Howard University, James M. Nabrit, Jr. was
appointed Deputy U.S. Representative in the Security Council with the rank of
Ambassador by President Lyndon B. Johnson. In 1966 he was appointed Deputy
U.S. Representative to the United Nations while continuing as Deputy
Representative in the Security Council. Nabrit had been one of NAACP's top
lawyers in the civil rights struggle. While representing the United States at the
U.N. Security Council in 1965 and 1966, he continued to serve as president of
Howard University, retiring in 1969.
Nabrit was born in Atlanta, Georgia. He graduated from Morehouse
College in 1923 with honors, then attended Northwestern University where he
earned the J.D. degree with honors in 1927. After teaching at Leland College
in Baker, Louisiana for several years, he served as dean of the Agricultural,
Mechanical and Normal College in Pine Bluff, Arkansas. After leaving academic
life, from 1930 to 1936, Nabrit practiced law in Houston, Texas. He then
returned to education as an associate professor at Howard University's Law
School. Nabrit successfully argued the case of Bolling v. Sharpe in 1954 before
the Supreme Court. The case involved public school segregation in the District
of Columbia.
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U.S. REPRESENTATIVES ON THE ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL COUNCIL (ECOSOC)

Franklin H. Williams (October 22, 1917 - May 20, 1990)
In 1964, Franklin H. Williams was appointed by President Lyndon Johnson
as U.S. Representative to the U.N. Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). He
served there as Ambassador for two years, representing the United States during
the U.N. International Year for Human Rights in 1964. After he left the United
Nations, he was appointed U.S. Ambassador to Ghana from 1965 to 1968.
Williams was born in New York City, received a B.A. from Lincoln
University in Pennsylvania, then completed law school at Fordham University
in New York. He was accepted to the New York and California bar and
practiced law. From 1959 to 1961, he served as assistant attorney general in
New York State. In 1961, Williams was named regional director for Africa in
the U.S. Peace Corps. He sought the creation at the United Nations of an
international voluntary service. 5 Such a program was not created at that time,
but in January 1971 a U.N. Volunteer Program began operation.
Upon retiring from government service, he headed a new Urban Affairs
Center at Columbia University,served as president and trustee of the Phelps
Stokes Fund, and a commentator for Westinghouse Broadcasting Company.

Clarence Clyde Ferguson, Jr. (November 4, 1924 - December 21, 1983)
Ferguson was appointed by President Richard Nixon to be U.S.
Representative to the Economic and Social Council of the U.N. He served in
that capacity from 1973 to 1975.
He received his education at Ohio State University and was awarded a J.D.
from Harvard Law School in 1951. He practiced law in Massachusetts and New
York, specializing in corporate and bankruptcy matters. In 1952, Ferguson
participated in a UNESCO Conference in Havana. In the 1960s he served as
alternate and subsequently as U.S. expert on the U.N. Sub-Commission on the
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities. He also helped draft
the UNESCO Statement on Race in 1967. At the same time, from 1963 to 1969,
he was dean and professor at Howard University law school. In 1969, Ferguson
coordinated the relief program for civilians during the Nigerian Civil War. In
1970, he was appointed Ambassador to Uganda and in 1973 he was named
Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for African Affairs. He began teaching at
Harvard Law School in 1975.

5 Fasulo, Linda M. Representing America, Experiences of U.S. Diplomats at the UN,
Praeger Publishers, New York: 1984. p. 92.
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Ferguson is considered one of the originators of the concept of affirmative
action. He was active in civil rights, served on the board of directors of the
NAACP and acted as general counsel for the Civil Rights Commission.

Alan Leo Keyes, Jr. ( August 7, 1950 -

)

In August 1983, President Ronald Reagan nominated Alan L. Keyes to be
U.S. Representative on the Economic and Social Council. Keyes served in that
capacity until November 1985, when he was sworn in as Assistant Secretary of
State for International Organization Affairs.
While attending Cornell University in the late 1960s, Keyes was a supporter
of the Vietnam War. After completing his undergraduate studies at Harvard
University with a B.A. in 1972, he earned several teaching fellowships from 1974
to 1978 and successfully completed his doctoral studies in 1979. He joined the
Foreign Service in 19. From 1980 to 1981, he was posted in Zimbabwe, and
afterward worked on the policy planning staff in the State Department in
Washington.
While at the United Nations, Keyes antagonized some Americans, black and
white, by leading Reagan Administration opposition to economic sanctions
against South Africa. Keyes reflected a changed attitude toward the United
Nations. In September 1987, Keyes, the highest-ranking African-American in
the State Department, submitted his resignation after a disagreement with
Deputy Secretary John C. Whitehead over the distribution of U.S. funding to
U.N. agencies. According to a Washington Post report (9/17/87), Keyes charged
that he was treated "in a racist manner", and as a "token black".
Since then Keyes has taught, moderated a radio talk show, and run
unsuccessfully for the Senate in 1988 and 1992. He recently announced his
candidacy for the Presidency.

Robert Wilson Kitchen, Jr. (July 19, 1921 -

)

Robert W. Kitchen served as alternate representative to ECOSOC from
1971 through 1977. Kitchen graduated from Morehouse College in 1942 and
received a Master's degree in business administration from Columbia University
in 1946. He pursued studies in industrial management and engineering,
receiving an LL.D. from Chapman College in 1965. He served for many years
in the Agency for International Development (AID) and the State Department.
He was responsible for the administration of the first major AID program in
Africa, the U.S. Mission to the Sudan, from 1958 to 1960.
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DELEGATES TO THE U.N. GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Charles C. Diggs, Jr. served as a congressional delegate to the General
Assembly in 1971. Diggs resigned from the U.S. delegation abruptly on
December 18, 1971 to protest the Nixon Administration's African policies. He
favored increasing pressure on Rhodesia and South Africa to change their
official apartheid policies and to develop systems of majority rule.
Generally, public delegates to the U.N. General Assembly are appointed for
a short term. The following list includes some of the African-Americans who
have served on the U.S. delegations to the U.N. General Assembly:

Edith Sampson served as alternate delegate to the United Nations
General Assembly in 1950 and 1952.
Archibald J. Carey served as alternate delegate to the General Assembly
in 1953.
Charles H. Mahoney served as delegate to the General Assembly in 1954.
Robert L. Brokenburr served as alternate delegate to the General
Assembly in 1955.
Zelma George was alternate delegate to the General Assembly in 1960.
Carl T. Rowan served as alternate delegate to the General Assembly in
1962.
Patricia Roberts Harris served as alternate delegate to the General
Assembly from 1966 to 1967.
Pearl Bailey was special representative on the U.S. delegation to the
United Nations from 1987 to 1989 .

•
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Furthe r to our d i s c u s sion yesterday in respect of the
Planni n g Meet ing on The Middl e East Desalination Research Center
to b e h e ld in Washingt on on 14-15 December, I wish to inf o rm you
that the United Nations will be represented by:
Ms. Arianne Naber
Water Specialist
Division for Scienc e , Technology and the Private Sector
UNDP
Regards .
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The Honorable Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General
The United Nations
799 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017 .

(334) 872-2684

Dear Mr. Secretary-General:
As members of the Congressional Black Caucus, we are writing to respectfully
...... _~!}ng to Y.~ur atte~ti~n ~E!.-~~~r~.,!~gar9.l.J!&J!i£_United Nations' inclusion of Ni_gerian
---~oops in the U..:N ~_P.eac.ek~~ing~-,forc~~he level of documente~l_- ~!!2f.!!!~1
perpetrated by the Nigerian military government on Nigerian nationals is appalling
- aiicfiiiicons2f9~able. Recently, this military 'g overnment executed nine minority- .
rights activists.
It is unbelievable that we would ~!Q~-N!geria, a COUJ!try_that infu__11g~~~P2.!L!h~
civil, human_~~d __Rolitical __rights_of NigerianA~tional~to be part of_teams to enforce_
peace in other parts of the world. It is our belief that the United Nations should
immediateiy· remove all Nigeriantroops from any U .N. peacekeeping mission and send
them home. The eyes of the world are upon Nigeria.
Unfettered opportunity through the ballot box, recognition of civil liberties and
acknowledgement of inalienable rights are the foundations for a democratic government.
The mili.tary r~gime .such as the one in Nigeria does not possess·these characteristics. It
is necessary, therefore, that the United Nations_takes an affirmative stance, and forth~it~
remove all Nigerian trOO_E,S from m1y U.N. peacekeeP,ing_omissions;
We look forward to your immediate response on this important matter.
Sincerely,

PAINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER
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His Excellency Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General of the United Nations
United Nations Plaza
New York, New York
Dear Mr. Secretary-General:
On behalf of my colleagues on the International Relations Committee, I would like to
thank ou fo.J-filtQw.ing the UJ~H~B.QF_OR Comy1~pder G_£:neral Ru ert Smith to aP, ear before
our Committee on Wednesda of this week. His briefin was ve hel ful in furtherin our
understanding of the milita!}'.-- situation- on the round and was invaluable in our efforts to have
a more informed debate on our Bosnia policy .

--

_..,

I would certainly_2p_preciate _your extend.mg n:!Y tl;la_!lks tq_tQ.e offici~ls at the _lJnited
Nations Inf.ormatioI]._Office and to all the UN officials in New York who facilitated the
appearance of general Smith before our Committee.
With best wishes ,

fire~

ENJAMIN A. GILMAN
Chairman
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5 December 1995

. EOSG/CENTRAL
Dear Mr. Secretar.y-Gcneral,
As you may already be aware, at the Sixth General Conference of the United
Nati.ems Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO), which IS currently in ~on in
Vienna (4-8 Decanbc:r), the United States of America announced its decision to withdraw
from UNITX), effective 31 Dea:mbe:r 1996. This announcement was made by the 0£
Pemianent Representative, :Mr. Jolm B. Ritch III, in bis statement to the c.oofercnce, vm.o
indicated that Seaetar:y of State Warren Oiristopher is notifying you of this decision. A
copy of the statement is attached.

Wrth warm regards,

..,

Mr. Boutros Bout:ros-Gba1i
Secretary- General
United Nations

_
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STATEMENT BY
UNITED STATES PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE
JOHN B- RITCH III
SIXTH UNIDO GENERAL CONFERENCE
DECEMBER 4-8, 1995

VIENNA

PRESIDENT GORELIK, DISTINGUISHED MINISTERS, REPRESENTATIVES,
LADIES AND GENTLEMAN, I AM GRATEFUL FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK
BEFORE THIS CONFERENCE, AND TO OFFER AN AMERICAN PERSPEC'l'IVE ON
THE ISSUES BEFORE US. WE HAVE MUCH IMPORTANT WORK TO DO.
BUT I
AM WELL AWARE THAT THE ISSUES OF CONTINUED U.S. PARTICIPATION IN
UNIOO, ANO PAYMENT OF U.S. ASSESSMENTS, ARE UPPERMOST IN THE MINDS
OF MANY DELEGATES. THEREFORE I WILL FOCUS MY REMARKS CHIEFLY ON
THESE TWO SUBJECTS.
AT THE MEETING OF THE INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMEN'l' BOARD LAST JUNE, OUR
DELEGATION DESCRIBED IN SOME DETAIL THE SEVERE BUDGET CONSTRAINTS
FACING THE U.S. GOVERNMENT. I MUST EMPHASIZE THAT THIS IS NOT A
ONE-YEAR PHENOMENON. THESE CONSTRAINTS WILL CONTINUE--AND INDEED
INTENSIFY--IN THE YEARS AHEAD. I CANNOT STATE TOO STRONGLY THE
DEGREE TO WHICH AC!:IIEVING A BALANCED BUDGET HAS MOVED TOWARDS THE
VERY TOP OF THE U.S. POLITICAL AGENDA, AND HAS BECOME A DRIVING
IMPERATIVE OF U.S. POLICY.
ONE TELLING INDICATION OF THE BUDGET AUSTERITY IN WASHINGTON IS
THE FACT THAT OUR FOREIGN AFFAIRS BUDGET AS A WHOLE HAS DECLINED
BY A CRUSHING 45 PERCENT SINCE 1984. FOR THE PAST DECADE, THE
BURDEN OF THIS DECLINE WAS BORN ALMOST ENTIRELY BY OUR OWN FOREIGN
AFFAIRS AGENCIES--AND WAS NOT REFLECTED IN THE LEVEL .OF OUR
SUPPORT FOR INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES. INDEED OUR PAYMENTS TO
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS KEPT INCREASING STEADILY TO A LEVEL OF
ABOUT $1..4 BILLION LAST YEAR. SIMPLE MATHEMATICS TELLS US THAT
·,. SUCH A TWO-WAY -SQUEEZE .IS NOT SUSTAINABLE IN THE LONG RUN, AND
TODAY WE HAVE REACHED THE STAGE .WHERE OUR PAYMENTS TO
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS CAN NO LONGER BE EXEMPTED FROM THE
CONSTRAINTS FACrNG THE REST OF OUR BUDGET.

,.

FACED WITH THE ·IMPERATIVE OF AUSTERITY, WE HAVE ATTEMPTED,
THROUGHOUT THE UN SYSTEM AND rN OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS,
TO WORK WITH OTHER MEMBERS IN REDUCING BUDGETS WHERE POSSIBLE--OR
AT LEAST TO ELIMINATE GROWTH OR MAINTAIN CURRENT LEVELS. WE HAVE
HAD SOME SUCCESS, BUT NOT ENOUGH. IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE SAVINGS
WE NEED, WE HAVE ALSO BEEN FORCED TO CONSIDER WITHDRAWING FROM A
NUMBER OF ORGANIZATIONS BASED ON A CAREFUL ANALYSIS OF OUR
COMPETING PRIORITIES.

,.
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THIS BRINGS ME TO THE BUSINESS AT HAND. TODAY IT IS MY DUTY TO
INFORM YOU OF MY GOVERNMENT'S DECISION TO WITHDRAW FROM UNIDO,
EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 31, 1996. SECRETARY OF STATE CHRISTOPHER rs
NOTIFYING SECRETARY ·GENERAL BOUTROS BOUTROS GHALI OF THIS
DECISION, WHICH WE REACHED AFTER MUCH DELIBERATION AND AS THE
RESULT OF A CAREFUL WEIGHING OF OUR FOREIGN POLICY AND
DEVELOPMENTAL OBJECTIVES AND OUR DOMESTIC POLITICAL IMPERATIVES.
WITH THIS ACTION, THE UNITED STATES ENTERS ITS LAST YEAR OF
MEMBERSHIP IN UNIDO. MY GOVERNMENT WILL DO ALL IT CAN ' TO ENSURE
THAT THE .WITHDRAWAL IS EXECUTED AS SMOOTHLY AS POSSIBLE. WE WISH
TO ASSURE OUR FELLOW MEMBERS THAT THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION
RECOGNIZES OUR OBLIGATIONS TO THE ORGANIZATION. I OFFER THIS
PLEDGE, PERSONALLY AND ON BEHALF OF MY PRESIDENT ANO SECRETARY OF
STATE: WE WILL 00 OUR BEST, IN THESE TIMES OF BUDGETARY
STRINGENCY, 'I'O MEET THESE OBLIGATIONS.
THAT SAID, I MUST ADD THAT, GIVEN COMPETING BUDGETARY PRIORITIES,
THERE IS NO ASSURANCE THAT WE WILL BE ABLE TO PAY OUR FULL DUES,
OR EVEN MOST OF THEM, IN A TIMELY MANNER. WE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO
MAKE ANY PAYMENTS SO FAR IN· 1995, DUE IN PART TO THE ABSENCE OF AN
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE U.S. ADMINISTRATION AND OUR CONGRESS ON A
BUDGET APPROPRI:ATION FOR FY 1996, AND IN PART DUE 'I'O ADVERSE
CONGRESSIONAL OPINION · CONCERNING U.S. PARTICIPATION IN UNIDO AND
SEVERAL OTHER ORGANIZATIONS. THESE UNCERTAINTIES ARE LIKELY TO
CONTINUE INTO 1996.

AT LAST JUNE'S IDB, OUR DELEGATION GAVE ADVANCE WARNING OF THESE
UNCERTAINTIES, AND INDICATED THAT WE EXPECTED TO MAKE NO MORE THAN
PARTIAL PAYMENTS IN 1995 AND 1996. THE SITUATION IS NO BETTER
TODAY, ANO INSTEAD SEEMS TO HAVE TAKEN A TURN FOR THE WORSE. WE
WILL CONTINUE TO DO EVERYTHING WE CAN TO MAKE SUBSTANTIAL PAYMENTS
THIS YEAR AND NEXT, BUT AT THIS POINT IT WOULD BE IRRESPONSIBLE TO
MAKE PROMISES THAT WE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO KEEP.
LAST JUNE, AND IN THE INTERVENING MONTJiS, WE HAVE EMPHASIZED THE
NEED FOR UNIDO TO TAKE THESE UNCERTAINTIES FULLY INTO ACCOUNT IN
ITS BUDGE'!' PLANNING-- WHETHER IN THE FORMAL TERMS INDICATED IN A
BUDGET APPROVED BY THE POLICY-MAKING ORGANS, OR A COMBINATION OF
THAT AND EXPENDITURE PLANS PREPARED BY THE SECRETARIAT. WE CAN
ONLY RE-EMPHASIZE THIS POINT AGAIN TODAY, IN THE STRONGEST
POSSIBLE TE:RMS.
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BEFORE CLOSING MR. CHAIRMAN, I WANT TO EXPRESS MY ADMIRATION FOR
THE DIRECTOR~GENERAL AND FOR THE UNIDO STAFF FOR THEIR STRENUOUS
EFFORTS TO IMPLEMENT 'l'HE REFORM MANDATE ISSUED AT YAOUNDE TWO
YEARS AGO. I WANT TO PAY TRIBUTE TO THE TALENTED CORPS OF
PROFESSIONAL AND SUPPORT STAFF WHO HAVE SERVED THIS ORGANIZATION
SO WELL. I AM PARTICULARLY PROUD OF THE CONTRIBUTION MADE BY
UNIDO'S AMERICAN EMPLOYEES, WHO ARE AMONG ITS BEST AND ADD
SUBSTANTIALLY TO THE ORGANIZATION'S ABILITY TO ACHIEVE TOP
PERFORMANCE. WE ARE AWARE THAT lJNl:DO MANAGEMENT AGREES WITH THIS
ASSESSMENT, AND I COMMEND DIRECTOR GENERAL CAMPOS FOR HIS CLEAR
AFFilOlATION THAT EMPLOYMENT IN ONIDO WILL CONTINUE TO BE BASED ON
THE PRINCIPLE OF PROFESSIONAL MERIT.
'
ONE FURTHER WORD ON '!'Ha DIRECTOR GENERAL: IT IS CLEAR TO US THAT
HIS LEADERSHIP AND COMMITMENT TO THE RE-INVENTION OF UNIDO HAVE
PREPARED THE ORGANIZATION TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE GOAL OF SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT. WE PARTICULARLY WELCOME ONIDO'S FOCUS ON
ENVIRONMENTALLY-COMPATIBLE INDUSTRY, AMONG THE SEVEN THEMATIC
PRIORITIES IT HAS IDENTIFIED. THE STRENGTHENING SYMBIOSIS BETWEEN
UNIDO AND THE MONTREAL PROTOCOL IS STRONGLY INDICATED BY THAT
ORGANIZATION'S PROXIMITY TO US HERE TODAY.
I CLOSE MY REMARKS BY UNDERSCORING MY GOVERNMENT'S COMMITMENT TO
THE OBJECTIVE OF ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIAL
.DEVELOPMENT. IT IS MY HOPE AND EXPECTATION THAT WE CAN CONTINUE
TO WORK INSIDE UNIDO FOR THE NEXT YEAR ·AND ·wrm THE ORGANIZAT!ON
THEREAFTER TO ACHIEVE THESE GOALS WHICH ARE SO IMPORTANT FOR ALL
OF OS. WE ICNOW THAT DIRECTOR GENERAL CAMPOS WILL CONTINUE TO 00
HIS BEST, UNDER DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES, TO ENSURE THAT ONIDO
CARRIES OUT ITS PROGRAMS IN AN EFFECTIVE MANNER.
THANK YOU.

1 December 1995

Dear Congressman Gilman,
ish to
I wish to refer to your let~er of 30 November
_ing me
requesting me to arrange £0~ ~he appearance of
co t -:::~ant C::c- 1
Lieutenant General Rupert Smith before the Committee , l •
1.on
on International Relations on Wednesday, 6 December.
, <..,:l,

I appreciate your desire to help the Members of
the Committee gain the best possible understanding of ,
the tasks and challenges facing the United States
soldiers in the implementation of the Dayton Peace
Agreement.
I regret to inform you, however, after
consulting General Smith that it will not be possible
for him to be present in Washington, D.C. on
6 December 1995. General Smith has informed me that
it would be unwise for him to be absent from Bosnia
and Herzegovina for any significant period of time
during the present phase of transition from UNPROFOR
to IFOR.
General Smith has also advised me, however, that
he intends to travel to the United States shortly
after the completion of his tour of duty in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. He would be prepared to appear before
the Committee on International Relations at that time
sbn~ld you so desire.
Yours sincerely,

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

Congressman Benjamin A. Gilman
Chairman
Committee on International Relations
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.
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Congressman
· ~fz;J\,i,n A . Gilman
Chairman
Committee on Internat.iopal Relations
United States House o t - Representatives
Washington, D.C.

/ 1From: Jean-Clause A i m § ~
Chief of Staff, EOSG
To :
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225 - 2035
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LEE H. HAMILTON, INDIANA
l!ENJAMIN A. GILMAN, New YORK
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SAM GEJDENSON, CONNECTICUT
TOM LANTOS, CA LIFORNIA
ROBERT G. TORRICE LLI. New JERSEY
HOWARD L BERMAN, CALIFORNIA
GARV L ACKERMAN, NEW YORK
HARRY JOHNSTON, FLORIDA
ELIOT L. ENGEL, NEW YORK
ENI F.H. FALEOMAVAEGA, AMERICAN SAMOA
MATTHEW G. MARTINEZ, CALIFORNIA
DO NALD M. PAYNE, New JERSEY
ROBERT E. ANDREWS, NEW JERSEY
ROBERT MENENDEZ. NEW JERSEY
SHERROD BROWN, OHIO
CYNTHIA A. McKINNEY, GEORGIA
ALCEE L. HASTINGS, FLORIDA
ALBERT RUSSELL WYNN, MARYLAND
M ICHAEL R. MCN ULTY, NEW YORK
JAMES P. MORAN, VIRGINIA
VICTOR 0. FRAZER, VIRGIN ISLANDS IIND,)
MICHAEL H. VAN DUSEN
DEMOCRATIC CHIEF OF STAFF

RICHARD J. GARON
CHIEF OF STAFF

November 30, 1995

His Excellency Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General of the United Nations
United Nations Plaza
New York, New York
Dear Mr. Secretary-General:
I want to thank you for taking the time last month from your busy schedule to brief the
members of the International Relations Committee on current UN reform issues. While I cannot
speak for my colleagues on the Committee, I feel certain that you and Under-Secretary-General
Joseph Connor helped to focus our attention on the need for the Congress and the Administration
to develop a bipartisan and constructive policy toward the United Nations and its specialized
agencies .
As I am sure you are aware, our Committee is now reviewing the plans of the
Administration to participate in a NATO-led peacekeeping mission in Bosnia taking the place
of United Nations-led mission in that region. Next week our Committee will hold a second
hearing on the U.S. participation in the impending plan to implement the Dayton Peace
Agreement.
To get a better understanding of the tasks and challenges facing our soldiers in the
implementation of this peace plan, we are inviting a panel of military experts on the current
situation on the ground in Bosnia. I can think of no one better qualified to sit on this panel than
the current UNPROFOR commander, Lieutenant General Rupert Smith. I would ask for your
assistance in relaying a request to General Smith to appear before our Committee during the
week of December 4, preferably on Wednesday, December 6.

•

His Excellency Boutros Boutros-Ghali
November 30, 1995
Page Two

It is my understanding that the British government is fully aware of our request and has
no objection to the appearance of General Smith before our Committee.
Please contact Frank Record on my staff at (202) 225-6851 to facilitate this request
Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter.
With best wishes,

BENJAMIN A. GILMAN
Chairman
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Dear Madam Ambassador,

Wit h refere n ce to our recent conv ersati o n on the
subj e ct, I a m writing to re c ord my appreciation of
your Government's ready acceptance of my proposal to
appoint Mr. Peter Hansen as the next CommissionerGeneral of the United Nations Relief and Works Agency
for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA)
I am
confident that Mr. Hansen will prove to be an
excellent choice.
At my request, Mr. Ilter Turkmen is currently
consulting the members of the Advisory Commission on
Mr. Hansen' s appointment as required by paragraph 9 of
General Assembly resolution 302 (iv).
I, therefore,
expect to be in a position to announce Mr. Hansen's
appointment before long.
Pleas e a ccept, Madam Ambassador, the assurances
of my highe s t consideration.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

Her Excellency
Dr . Madeleine K. Albright
Permanent Represent a t i ve of the
Unit ed Stat es o f America
to the Uni t e d Na ti o n s
New York
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Excellency,
I have just heard the news of the b reakthrough at
Dayton.
I know what an incredibly difficult
negotiation you have just gone through. Please accept
my personal congratulations for this remarkable
success. The people of the Former Yugoslavia owe you
a deep debt of thanks. You have the admiration of all
your friends and colleagues here and abroad. Please
let me assure you that the United Nations stands ready
to do all that it can to help this agreeme nt succeed.
Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my
highest consideration.
Yours sincerely,

I~

---

~Che(?

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

His Excellency
The Honourable Warren Christopher
Secretary of State of the
United States of America
Washington, D.C.

UNITED NATIONS •

NATIONS UNIES

P'OSTAL Aoo,u:ss-AD .. ESSC POITALI: : UNITl:D NAT I ONS , H . Y . 10017
CAaLa AODftllSS-AD .. 1:111: TCLCQflAPH I QUC : UNATIOHS Nl:WYOJUC

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
CABINET OU SECRETAIRE GENERAL

21 November 1995

Ex c e ll e ncy,
I would be grateful if you cou l d transmit
the attached letter from the Secretary - General
of the United Nations to His Excellency
Mr. Warren Christopher, Secretary of State of the
United States.
Please accept, Ex cellency, the assurances of my
highest consideration.

Je
C

Her Excel len cy
Dr. Madeleine Korbel Albright
Pe rmanent Representative of the United States
to the United Nations
New York

THE S E CRETARY-GENERAL

15 November 1995

Dear Mr. Ward,
Tha nk you for providing me with a copy of your
message to Speaker Gingrich on the importance of
providing funding for UNIDO, the United Nations
Industrial Development Organization. The arguments
you make in favour of UNIDO's role in helping
countries in transition toward open economic systems
are extremely well-taken.
I very much appreciate your
interest in this example of the kind of work the
United Nations can do for its Member States and their
people.
Yours sincerely,

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

Representative Gene Ward
Minority Leader
House of Representatives
Hawaii State Legislature
Honolulu

TEL:808-586-65 11
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URGENT FAX GETTING THE FACTS
STRAIGHT ABOUT UNIDO
REPRUeNTATNE OENE ~
HOUSE REPUBLICAN LEADER
HA~I STATE LEOtSLATIJRE
HONOLULU, HAV\1\1118813

Speaker Newt Gingrich, U.S. House of Representative•

To:

Vllitod aeateu Con9Z"9aa

Pax:

(302 ) 22$-5337

Waahin9ton, D.C.

Prom:

Repretentative Gene Ward, Bouse Republican LeaOer

t>ate I

Octubtt~· 2), 1995

(808) 586•6511 Pax)

R& UNIDO'S VITAL U.N. ROLE TO DISMANTLE COMMAND F£0NO~

AND PROMOTE PRIVATE SFLTOR ENTREPRENEURSIDP
Thi• note follow• my phone convenation with ltrieter Halladay of
your otf1ce, and my J.aet tax to you aak1ng you to recone1CSer tbe
Rouaa't poeition on the future funding of the United NatioD•
Indu•trial Organ11at10n, (UNIDO) . In tbat note, .1. auggestea cnat
you continue to fund UNIDO, rather tban cutting their budget.
1111• time round, I'm asking to you to keep 1h8 U.S. from wfthdnr.mg from
UNIDO.

are•

number of reason• for 1111. Kaving arrived in
Vienna a few c.tAye ago, I've got a better picture and hf.ndle on

TMr9

wut • •

90.il\9 on,

•o ? thought

I

~hould update you on

tbe

1ituation hare . l acn provi4ing you the following information••

• vor;y .;;oncerned Amez-ican -.ad elected public ofric:ial of the

Rep\ablican P•rty who has lived and worked with the Bretton Woode

~1'2 U, N. bodie• for over 10 year•, Cllnd nothing tb~t io o~id below

ia trona aziyone or.her than myself.
Pir1tly, i t appeara that there baa been• lot of misinformation

~ e UIUDO .
UNIDO wu eatablfahed to promote onhpren•ur.hfp throughout
t,e world and
bualn..•••· eapecially saiall bu•inessee get ,tarted
and aucceed, 1nd now it It
helping command economlel HII ctrr and
prwatlEe at.ta owned corpor1tJon1. Thia ii the kind of 1eehnical
lhlt
UNIDO provid... Ind wlH never t. not needed •• long •• thei' art economlet 11111

he_,

bu,nv

runnln9 tho maior lndu,trt.• af many nation,.

--•tance

R.EP. GENE WRRD
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The importlJ.D
of UNI OO in helpi ng t he e•atern block countriu
and ao many ot her African a.no. As1an countries get into a t ull
blown mar ket economy 1e an invaluabl e service. Nsr« tblt b iM
wrtlkl b•• fdtn, aomf1x>dv bit to hefe we• tblt 11• conditions and OQllaba
!QYiOOmtm Im lbt d•v,lopm,nt of • l!!'IYIJI ,,.,,. mntinyt to ems. :nm,
trao•ltfonal countrtn b!Y!
aotng 1tJoyqh 200i IP 300' lnflftk>n RIC vw IQd
bm onty 2 to lxwn o r e ~ i> dulkJA wttb ertdlt entorprim. QoroRl'I !b•
with Amertca·, mr 20Q v,n tA m1rtet ,s;pnomfa~•nd oyr throwing IJ• Dtmocru
out over IOU Jhlll • 2Q% iQf'iatioo
to 1970, Qw k il!{ence to Ult I@ UNIQg II
doing i\ thil ctel(d JI raft,« fbp lng. To ~1ep,.r.r. r.h" priv.ate aeotor t o
develop on it• own, or to be developed juet by pr:iv.-,te coarpenie•
t hemae1~co, iG to forget the Great Depre• •ion or the daya of the
robber baron• in America; and the role the r araree, called

*"

gov6rnment ,

develo

Granted,

h~d

tin th

we,

to

plAy

Unit

~~

Stat

f

eoe that the priv&tG •Gator
9t&y&d on a even keel.

were not too pleased with UNI DO when they were busy

helping plamied e conomi e s ~ etate enterpr ioco, but thooo dayo

are over.

t know first hand from experience i n t he field i n the

Tlll"·a Wo1:l d ,

the type o f

p ractical

buaineases throughout the world.

eo rvice•

W IOO of fer:a t o

Unfortunately, what you aeem to be hearing ~ut UNIDO f rom the

oepart mant or State itf ut:lll,~i. Lhe whale pict.ua;-c, no~ m: coee•ril.y
~n .,ccur ate perspec t ive. Due to the "bud;.t eutti,g brinkmanahip11 between
you and tne ProtkJmt, It appeara that the State oepanmw.t winta 10 ,ttow you that
1hey too can cut budgiit . a nd i n tact can s l s h i nternati onal a~encies
out • 11 togeth

This It • big mittake on State's part and rather unfortunate, because tt makea UN!DO
the "crtnoial lamb, rather than an UN body to be m•Murod by ii.a own m•b. I
ean' r. believe your i ntern<&t i onal hackgrouoo from your early CS.ye

i n Burope , would lu,ve: y ui.a mJ.u .1.uJ. ~v L.blil ..lmpact and importance of
UNIOO• & work of di s mantling the conma.nd economies and uJdn;
market economi es work .
or c o ur111 ~ L.hhi 11:~*'- b a done mo~•
effi cientl y, and the
ure aucracy must be 1treainlined , but thil
work. none Uleless must: li done, and no o ther UN a.gem.:y 1._ \;G&~tll>l•
of adareaai ng the nee~ for pr tv&te i nitiative» i n the i ndustrial

sector.

Last week l ll\6t with the Deputy Assistant Se«eta,y of St.1te, Bur.wot

.

International OrganltatiOn Mair&, Ma. Melinda L. Kimble, who was vis iting
Vienna f r om har Washing ton off ice, and Alte r nat e · Per,nanent
Reprl!•en t t1t.h,111 t .n t.h ~ Oni ted Na tiona, Mr . Henry L. Enehe r. 11'1
our d i acue;eion I got t he d istinct i mpression that t un<'i ng for
~TNTOO wnul ~ moRt aasuredly not b p r ovidad, a nd t h•t t he U.S.
woul d l i kely pull out of the organi i e tion . She not d th• withd~
from UNI0O could be m unilateral declalon by 1he St.II O~partment wtthoUt
Congreaalonal approvei1,

REP .. ~ENE WARD
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'1111•,

combined with oth•r d1acuaa1oDII witn other renking
iddi victual• in 'OMX), ha1 c:onvinced • that the Deplt\nent "81118 •
blaming you •nd Congre.. for the U.S.'• wlthdrawel from UNIDO, while in fact
it may have been the s,aa. pl.an of the .Praaic!ent all alcmo. Ant
you thlflfore . . . . lhat STATE ha made thll declllon for you, and mor• lmpoqdo you ag.-.. wlh It?

ID addidoo to the above observatiom, a precipitous V.S. withdrawal from
UNIDO would be a big mlmke for the following reuons:
A. LEAD 1HE PLANET:

In the Hou•• Republican 9 Stratagie1

~o Ranow America, one cen~ra1 compon.nt i• !or th• united
St•t•• to remain the world lea4er that it i•. In terms ot
you~ opccohoo, you bo.vc ottca a•id, •wo auot load tbc
planet•. Leading th• planet mu•t naeen being• leader in
each part of the world, eapeci11lly that port of tbo world
which laeka leadet'ahip in aeveloping a market econ0111,V.

B. PENNYWSE AND POUND FOOLISH:

All it would cost the

u.s. to etay 1n OllIDO 1a abou~ f7s,ooo per coun~iy or

so, below it• normal
contr1bUt1on .-no the late•~ tigure on the ne90~1•~1Dg
TN• ,,,..,. the US can touch 100 countttes
S7l000 NOhl Thia 1• what I call coateffectiveneas, and leading ot the planet with a solid
al:>out $12 million, which ia

for,.,.,,,.,,

bottom line. Helping countriea beconae market econoaiea for
thia price ia a ateal for the AmaricM taxpayer.
C. \IWT FOR THE ARTHUR D.

ume STIJDY TO REFORM UNIDO TO

SE COMPLETED BEFORE CONSIDERING NfY ACTION: The Hou■e u■ed
•~lee Waterhou•• to get it• act tog9tber, and 0N11)() l ■ DOW
u1ing Arthur D. Little. Reform i1 thu■ afoot vi• a vie

r,.•.

th1• lligbly i."elfpttctw c;uuwult.11111 tin, •ml t.l,v r;wtu,11, "'~•W"
it ia putting together. JO' n~atim 1• t.bt tbe
•bc>U.ld aot even aons.ida.r w.ttlldrawal •• • polior
optio,i, unttl, ud oalr 1D1t:f.l, ~ p.zwNGt ze~oz:a • ~ b7

Artl'IU&'

o.

U~tle 1• OQlllpletM Md .tlllpl...-atad.

Ir tbe u.s. doean•t 11ke wbat Arthur D. Lit~le come• up
with, th•n tha legitimacy of a withdrawal may be warranted,
but not until then. The tiret pu.t,ltc cUecuaa10n ot ~he
draft i• due the firat part of December 1t9s. Givan tbe
present preeeure on UHtOO to reiom, l think ve at1a11 •••
• "leaner and meaner• UNIDO emerge from thi• exerci•e.
Remember, thi• II an orv•nkatlon that hat conducted over
18.000 projecta In over 180 countrlea and region• in the
patt 20 yen, and ll n1u1t be given some tme to put II

nou•• In order,

. RE.P . GE NE WARD

TEL: 808 - 586 - 6511
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D. If \I'«!
T U.S. FIN~f\PRINTS ON REFORMING UNIDO.
VVE MUST REMAJN A PLAYER: Regardlea of b ow
ch we •• a
nation di alike forei gn aid, or even dome•tic v•lf•r•
aaa-1 st•" ·"• ,,_~ i.n 1,u1derahip nu.a t not b • vieved ••
obetNcting or killing the refoi:,n proceae be(ore ita •ven
bwgun . To mak•
••• or the U.N. bebr, yotJ don, imply
cut off
be
to the poor. or develop g COYn1rita
111 a mdlod for makln& them pe,form better aa lnttttutiont.
This mean■ that thl United Stat.ea mutt remain an ilt~
pl a er and help reform the eyatem f rOffi within, r\Ot !rocn a
d. iat ance • • complak'ler donor that la now tome 139 mllllon
In arreara IO UNIDO. Cutting the tJ. s. out or UlfIDO without
giving i t • chan.ee to change, alao ••nd• the wron9 1n¢a~a9c
to t he worl d c omnunity ~ out the U.S.'• aeri ou anea ■ about
c~r orcning t he n i ted a io
~• · a whol e . We've mado our
point by cutt i ng our co t rihution b y SOI ($ SO mill i on to $25
mil liv.u), wu l t= L • 111 l~dv.t: l. l ot l. Lh• I.. .

e. LETS NOT CAUSE INTL PANIC ey M

RUPT ADANDOK\1eNT OJS AN

AGENCY MANY HOLD Dl!M: Donor fatigue is • rather . catchy
thing , meaning a p r e c 1pi t at 1ve or kne e j e rk withdrawal f r om
UNlDO by the U. S. could cauee ot her donors (169 1n all) to
al s o withhold tunds o~ ~l•o prem,t urely withdraw before any
reforms take place . We ne-4 not cause panic ·or a figur~tive
1t run on t he bank" and &po i l UNI00'1 donor/membe r
relationships. This is why a withholdin~ of funds or _f

ultimately neces sary, a withdrawal, must be done with c l s s.
lbmad QtOQIOd 1YS1rorn1UG1Dv 1Qd ,pb\lGS)y,w
dJdk;tMJJv h 10¥ fqrm, Let t ing U?HDO "t ·1 t in the
.wind"' for the pa.at 4. mo n t h.a haa not been voi:ld c:l•••
Qehav1our on our p art, and. eapeci&lly if we withdraw without
~onvi nci ng and ■ubctantive reasoning behittd ua, we wi l l
have cau med 'untold d.amage to other donors of UNIOO. I don't
th1nk t:hia 1s What t.he u. s . w~ ts t o tlo, nor 1Jhoulc1 d o . The
woveming board of UNIDO meets next Tunday, October 31
flnalz• itl biemium budget . Not knowing the u .s. posit ion
~~ wh-th~r tunda will be 9iven t o tmIOO or not baa not won
u• t.oo many frienda , at the • 4me time _ha• put f orward

w ra

~

to .

p1<"nnfng in t-.h1 ,; nrg,.ni ~11 t. i o n int.oa t. i l

spi n .

F. OBJECTIONS TO PRESENT STIJOIES BY OTHF..RS: Ther e are . somA

loosely quot ed statistics about other nation• being Ced up
with ONIDO , and .t.he meoting ot R~l i fa.x &n4 other G? neetinge

ar e bein9 quoted as pr oQf that the ~.8. ia right on t r ack .
It

mu.at be romefflbered

that

Germany ,

Vr cwoc ,

Xt~ly

~n4

Au~tra1ia are gre•t aupport&r a. of UNIOO, • •well•• Japan,
r.nd any vac.uum creat.ed b y O\Jr abaeno• wi l l r citult with
stronger Japane•e influence on t h• body . - Al1 0 ,
you should realize that Ru,:sc i ie o vcey Dt lC'O,:\f proponent
ot UNIOO, precisely ecau&a it seek eucce1sful
tr~n t ormll\tion into

tot•l ~ k t

coonomy.

' Rf P.• GENE WARD
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lenatar Nano, Kaeebaum h• met with 1tle DlrNtor GMetat,
Mr. Mauricio c1e M1r1a y Cam,- ot UNIDO, and -.11 N able
to WI you mor. about 111• eupport that UNIDO -..Jop.
o.peolally among•• m-.Jor donore and Group Tl oountriff.
G. COMMISSION ON GLOBAL OO'VaVMNCE HAS BEEN MISQUOTED
ABOUT UNIDO: .Mklitionally, it tbould be apparent to a4yone
who bu r ..d the mch quote4 text, OUR Ct,OIW, lCBIGHBOURBOOJ),

tM Conmi••ion
Global Goverunoe, tbat UNIDO
wn••t•
to be phated out
only llflar • Ml lluClr •uggeata
thi• •• • f'nnr.11• of action. ID tbe word• of the Com\i.1a1on
<••• page 213, para i> : ... faypr ele1MD, IPI , ....._......
BT M A, !'JUT ITP M nr-mrm BIYQlf Bl lfHPTAm or 'ID

writtU
1•

~

OA

but

PPOPORJc IQ WU Mis OPJFCN CNI II C'l:JYISF W> A
W::JIXCI' ¥IDB JJI , - XWNH4TS OF 'Ill a i¥¥XM <XII 'IPJRD
MP 211 CIIPDJJ«JV or av DI lf'W.1.a•, !vnder\mim •Med' ,
H. IT WLL COST US MORE: MONEY TO LEAVE UNIDO THAN IF THE
U.S. STAYED IN IT:

8tieking wi tb um:DO ~ovld be the

coat•effeetlva etrategy of all.

lllOGt.

Accordifl9 to the UNIDO

conat1tution e1gnec1 by t.he v. a . , articl• f,

i.,11,·111 , •

1t•t• that any nation wlltKlrlWlng fram lhe orpnatlon
mutt ,a, b dun for the year fOllowtng II extt, •• a

page 7,

con41tion of it• exit. lo if there 1• a w1thOr•wal, aaving•

would 11ot kick in until 1tt7, Pd by then the :r:etorm

meaaur•• would have been in place.
I. UNIDO NEEDED NOW MORE 1ltAN EVER: The role of

UNIDO ia
particularly ctucial now that the world 1• 1h1tting towarda
a eotal market •oonoay. Juet Y••t•rclay. I
v1t~ •
buaiae•• achool profet1or C\D couaultmt from Bangladeab. who
epokc: ot tho role ol atate own-5 inclu•tri•• that dom.nated
bi• countiy• • economy, and how it ••• now 8qtadelh'1
natlonlf policy to prlvatke al 1 ot tlunn~ .lnduat.riea, but
they netded eome lhlrd party expe,tlle to help 1hlrn cfllband
lhelr bloattd atate '1du1trltt. Re wondered it UHIDO would
be tlua~A t.a help.

••t

The poinc i ■ if we wanr. · r.hfl globe to continue towards total fiat
market 4eV9lopmat, 'M need
UNIDO to promot. • n t r e ~
and run lnlltfereno. ~ many 3rd wortd ooumrlM to oet oovemmenta out tA ht way
of private fndultry. In th11 ••Y, UlfJDO la needed mre now than ever
before, becau•• all or tba neavy •tate OWl\ed lndu•triaa btthluct
the iron curt•in anct eaatem block countriee are going tht'ougb
Oiawmtliag and need UHIDO'I pr1vate aector exper~1sa.

•aon• ••

REP. GENE WARD
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ro.. that UNIOO playt II vital to wo rld . econOt'Ai.e

developmen , and vital to lhe _HI-Int.rat of the United Sta

.

P.t1 the House

RtlpuD.lican 1,eader in the liawa11 s~at:e Leg1alature, ex-Peace co "
Vol\J.Qt. .r, and Vietmm Veter u, •• well •• the owner ~
1nternationu eoneult1ng company, (Hawa11 antreprene u· ~P

~o.

Training , Development In•titute that h&l!t contract ed with

ILO, A• 1&n Development -.nk, ano UN.LUO), I t>e11eve I •ve apeax
wi~b a. d9il'ee o! accuracy and ta1mess in tbeae matters of

international conaequence.

.

So ~I\ ii 1M r1ght 1hlng for America to do In regardl UNIDO?

President

because he
said, "~ricane were in t he village• or the worl~, not because

·Kennedy in•pi red ~"Y 1 i.ltfll TM t.n 3·oin the ·Peace Corpe
t ha P.u••i ans

w~ re

t h,

rA ,

nn ·

, ,.,.11111 . we

t ryi n g t o win

ere

fr i ends for America, but becauae it waa r ight ! ~

It It right hit Americana atay il the ·United Nation,, and It It right that we atay In
UNIOO. Let'• reform it and the reby ineure that entreprencurohip

i.%ld the private eectors of the world continue t o develQp into
true mar ket e conomies.
I t'1.111t yuu will •~uu~ Lha.t. America

should not abandon now what we have fought decades to s e cure.
J.t L can provide further 1ntormac1on on matters conc1sr:niug mnoo,
please let ne know at your •arli~st convenience.(}
Aloha an<l

l\e9aX<$0,;a,w ~ . . 1).Ju-«.._

Or. Gene R. warc1

c. e . Scott raulkner
Chief Administrative Officer
u.s . House of lepre ~nt ative

·

'

.

.I(~,
~
~

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

14 November 1995

Dear Mr. Hamilton,
Thank you for your letter of 31 October 1995
oncerning my meeting with the House International
Relations Committee.
I felt that our session was very
informative and productive. I would welcome, and
stand ready at any time that can be mutual l y arranged,
to come to Washington for further such sessions as the
Committee may wish.
I fully appreciate your words on the necessity of
United Nations reform.
I assure you that I have been
working vigorously, within the bounds of my authority,
to carry this vital project forward.
Let me assure
you that I remain fully committed to see this
endeavour through to the end.
In this regard, I take
the liberty of enclosing for your reference some of my
~ recen~ { t at~ n r o oQQi e t •t· n 1r @~ ID r 1995

~

,..,,..."...,"1iJ'la

,-

'"lf"" _ 0

'!"If"

~ .t.-""

t'J-,e

Hl""lJC::P

Tn+- 0 r"'la-+- ior,a l.

Thank you for your good wishes.
I look forward
to continuing our discussions in the weeks and months
ahead.
,~
1.V',-q_ w ~ t ~ . 1
Yours sincerely,

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

The Honourable Lee H. Hamilton
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.

1. SG's Statement to GA 5th Committee on Proposed Programme
Budget {SG/SM/5752; GA/AB/3018 dated 4 October 1995)
2. SG's Statement to Forum on Reform and Renewal of the U.N.
{SG/SM/5661 dated 26 June 1995)
3. SG's Statement to the National Convention of the UNA-USA in
California {SG/SM/5662 dated 23 June 1995)

I

Hi ~·d-s~-~- .1{;_.
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BENJAMIN A. GILMAN, NEW YORK
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RICHARD J. GARON

October 31, 1995

CHIEF OF STAFF

His Excellency Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary General
United Nations Headquarters
New York, NY 10017
Dear Mr. Secretary General:
I would like to take this opportunity to thank ou for meetin
International Relations Committee last week_ I know that week was a very busy one for you
with all of the U.N. 50 celebrations, and we appreciated your time.
Let me stress once again my view of the current mood in the U.S . Congress towards the
United Nations. Althoug"i there is still support for the U. N .--in some uarters, there is also an
- -- -· --· -· ... - - - --"'--- - - ' - - - increasing insistence on U.N. reform. I do not think it likely that Congress will appropriate all
of the funds the United States owes to the United Nations without some concrete demonstration
of reform in the U. N. I hope you will exer~ise
ortant leadership role to help move the
reform rocess forward.
__,..._

- -

--

Thank you again for taking the time to meet with us. You have my best wishes in the
challenging days ahead.
With best regards ,

J,__JL
Lee H . Hamilton
Ranking Democratic Member
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I WAS DEEPLY DISTRESSED TO LEARN OF THE DEATHS C{\USED
SIDE
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BY THE EXPLOSION THAT OCCURRED IN RIYADH TODAY. I EXTEND TO
I

YOU, MR. PRESIDENT, TO THE GOVERNMENT AND PEOPLE OF THE
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UNITED STATES, AND PARTICULARLY TO THOSE WHO HAVE SDiFFERED
LOSSES IN THIS OUTRAGEOUS ATTACK, MY MOST SINCERE
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Note to the Secretary-General
On Monday 30 October, I addressed a group of Italian members of the Council for
the United States and Italy, headed by Mr. Cesare Merlini (who is also the Chairman of the
Institute for International Affairs in Rome). The delegation was visiting the United States on
a tour to familiarize themselves with the new economic and political environment in the
United States and its impact on the latter's foreign policy.
While I focused most of my presentation on the future challenges faced by our
Organization in the fields of peace, development and democratization, many questions from
the participants dealt, as expected, with the difficult relations between the United States and
the United Nations.
/
Mr. Merlini asked me to convey to you his war~-~e

ru£- _ _

, / -~ ;P~P
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6 Noyefuber 1995
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GENERAL
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ORIGINAL:

ENGLISH

COMMITTEE ON RELATIONS WITH
THE HOST COUNTRY

LETTER DATED 18 OCTOBER 1995 FROM THE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ON THE COMMITTEE ON RELATIONS
WITH THE HOST COUNTRY ADDRESSED TO THE CHAIRMAN OF THE
COMMITTEE ON RELATIONS WITH THE HOST COUNTRY

The United States Mission wishes to address for the record certain
unfounded allegations by the Permanent Representative of Cuba in connection with
an invitation from the City of San Francisco to participate in ceremonies
commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the signing of the Charter of the
United Nations.
In this respect, I would like to reiterate the remarks on this
subject made by the United StateA delegation at the 172nd meeting of the
Committee on Relations with the Host Country on 22 September 1995.
The host country takes very seriously its obligations under the
Headquarters Agreement not to impose any impediments "to transit to or from the
Headquarters district" and is scrupulous in implementing this provision so that
representatives of all Member States may be able to participate in official
meetings of the United Nations. However, it is important not to blur the
distinction between privately sponsored and official United Nations functions.
The United States will continue to take seriously and honour its obligations
with regard to official meetings of the United Nations . The restrictions
imposed on the Cuban representative in San Francisco in no way violated our
treaty obligations as host country.
Events in San Francisco commemorating the fiftieth anniversary of the
signing of the Charter of the United Nations were hosted by the City of San
Francisco and not officially convened by the United Nations. Although the host
country has no obligation to permit travel to private events, in keeping with
the spirit of the fiftieth anniversary, the Permanent Representative of Cuba was
permitted to participate in all City of San Francisco-sponsored events.
Since
these City of San Francisco-sponsored events were ceremonial, not substantive,
authorization to travel to this non-official event was granted only to the
Permanent Representative.
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Travel to any event not sponsored by the City of San Francisco or outside a
radius of 25 miles from the hotel was not anticipated when permission was
granted for the Permanent Representative of Cuba to travel from New York to
San Francisco . When the issue of attending an event sponsored by a private
individual at his residence approximately 40 miles outside San Francisco was
raised, the Permanent Mission of Cuba was verbally informed that this non-city sponsored event was not included in the travel authorization previously granted.
When it was requested that this decision be provided in writing, an annotated
copy of the State Department form approving Ambassador Rodriguez Parrilla's
travel to San Francisco was personally presented to him in San Francisco.
These
administrative procedures regarding State Department forms cannot be construed
as tampering with Cuban Mission property, as alleged.
The United States Government remains committed to continue to honour and
fulfil its obligations as host country to the United Nations Headquarters and
will continue to respect official travel by or on behalf of the United Nations.
My delegation requests that the present letter be circulated as a document
of the Committee on Relations with the Host Country.

(Signed)

Victor MARRERO

•

UNITED NATIONS

Press Release Secretary-General
Department of Public Information• News Coverage Servic;e, N~w York
SG/SM/5783
23 October 1995

PRESIDENT CLINTON SAYS HOSTING UN 'PROFOUND HONOUR' FOR UNITED STATES
PRAISES SECRETARY-GENERAL'S LEADERSHIP, AT HEADS OF STATE LUNCHEON

Following is the -text of the toast delivered by United States President
William J. Clinton, on behalf of all attending, at the luncheon for heads of
State and government held at Headquarters on 22 October:

Mr. Secretary-General, first , on behalf of all of us here present, let
me thank you for your hospitality . But far more important, I thank you for
your leadership, your energy, your resolve and the vision of the United
Nations and the world for the next 50 years that you have jut painted fur us.
To be sure, the United Nations will face greater demands, but the potential
for doing greater good is there as well. And we believe that your leadership
has played a very important role in bringing us to this point.
This morning I was able to speak about many of the specific activities
of the United Nation, and some that I hope we will undertake in the future.
At this luncheon I would just like to thank you for something that has been
done by the United Nations in the last couple of years that I believe has been
also very important, and that is the effort that you have made, through the
international conferences sponsored by the United Nations, to change the way
we think and to deepen our understanding.
From Rio to Vienna to Copenhagen to
Cairo to Beijing, you have brought the peoples of the world together to help
us to learn about one another and to change the way we think about the present
and the way we imagine the future. And that, in the end, may be the most
important legacy of the last few years.
Finally, let me say to you, Mr. Secretary-General, and to all of you
here present: It has been a profound honour for the United States to host the
United Nations for these last 50 years. We know that, from time to time,
because of the differences between our nations, during the cold war and in
other ways, it has not always been easy for other countries to have the United
States as the host. But we have always tried to provide here at the United
Nations, notwithstanding the differences among countries from time to time, a
haven where all the Members can come, have their say and be weighed in the
court of public opinion .
I would say to you that we here in the United States still treasure the
opportunity that was given us 50 years ago to be the host of the United
(more)
For information media-not an official record
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Nations. We have benefited from it in ways that even our own citizens are
unaware of, and we hope that the next 50 years will be an even richer, more
profoundly successful endeavour by all of us because of what we have learned
by working together in this last half-century.
I would like to conclude by offering a toast to the Secretary-General
and to the United Nations.

* *** *

•

UNITED NATIONS

Press Release Secretary-General
Department of Public Information• News Coverage Service" N~w York

SG/SM/5786
23 October 1995

SECRETARY-GENERAL MEETS WITH UNITED STATES )PRESIDENT

The following statement was issued today by the Spokesman for
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali:

At approximately 1 p . m. Sunday, 22 October, the Secretary-General met
with President William J. Clinton of the United States. They had a broad
exchange of views on world issues, including the situations in Haiti, Angola,
Guatemala, Somalia, Rwanda, Burundi, Liberia, Afghanistan, Tajikistan and the
former Yugoslavia, expressing the hope that a peaceful settlement would soon
be found in Bosnia and Herzegovina.
President Clinton expressed his strong support for the continuum of
conferences held by the United Nations, from Rio to Cairo, from Vienna to
Copenhagen and most recently Beijing, which he said had helped to change the
world's thinking on those problems. The Secretary-General and President
Clinton also discussed the financial crisis of the United Nations and reviewed
recent positive developments in the Middle East.

* *** *
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23 October 1995

Please find attached a compilation of biographical sketches of members of the Committee on
International Relations. UNIC staff worked all weekend to put this together.
The original is being sent by overnight post in order to give you a better photographic image
of the members. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to telephone me.

With kind regards.

cc: Mr. Aime
Mr. Sanbar
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The House Committee on International Relations oversees US foreign policy-an....d authorizes
funding for the international affairs budget which includes funding for the United Nations regular
and peacekeeping budgets, as well as foreign assistance programmes. Republicans hold a 23-19
majority on the committee, including David Funderburk of North Carolina and Dan Burton of
Indiana, two of Congress' most conservative members.
The following is a brief biographical sketch of the key members of the committee and their
positions on issues effecting the United Nation~. The voting record of committee members on
legis)ation affecting the United Nations is also attached.
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A Description of the members of
the House International Relations Committee
The Key Players of the Majority Side
REP. BENJAMIN A. GILMAN (Chairman)
(REPUBUCAN, NEW YORK)

-Percentage ofvotes in favor of the U.N. (1993-1994): 25%
Chainnan of the International Relation:; Committee.

Considered a moderate Republican.
He has been a longtime supporter of Human Rights and huinanicarian assistance
issues.
He has, at times, been very critical of the UN, stating that it is "inefficient" and
needs reform.
Believes the US pays mo much to the UN, yet doesn't get enough credit.
He will b~ hesitant about any US ventures with the UN where US intercscs
aren't ckarly defined.
He will be cautious about any ventures wh¢te the US does not have a large degree
of control.

REP. DAN BURTON(R.EPV8UCAN, INDIANA)
-Percentage ofvotc1 in favor of the U.N. (1993-1994): 0¾

Chairman of House Subcommittee on Western Hcmtisphere Affairs.
He was the former Ranking Minority Member on the Africa Subcommittee.
He has also served as a Congressional delegate to the UN.
He will be hesitant about any US venrur.?s with the UN where US interests aren't
clearly defined.

REP. DOUG BEREUTER (REPUBLtCAN, NEBRASKA)
•Percentage ofvotes in favor of the U.N. (1?93-1994): 38o/e

Chainuan ofHouse Subcommittee on Asia and Pacific Affairs.
He wa3 formerly the long-time Ranking Minority Member on the International
Organi2:ations Subcommilll."C, which had jurisdiction over UN matters.
His background as an Army intelligence officer and his fonner service on the
Select Intelligence Committee has given him a broad view of complex
international events.
He is a modente supporter of the U.N., supportive of the Orginization as a
whole, but critical about instances of UN innefficiency. He will push for UN
reform.
He will be hesitant about any US ventures with !he UN where US interests
aren't clearly defined.
He will be cautious about placing US troops under UN command.
UNIC, Washington, DC
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REP. AMO HOUGlfiON (REPUBLICAN, NEW YORK)
-.Percentace ohotcs ID favor of the V.N. (1993-1994): 38%
He is a member of the Subcommittee on Africa.
He voted for the Rogers amendment to the FY95 Commerce, Ju:;tice and State
Appropriations bill which would have cut UN peacekeeping funding. ·

REP. JIM LEACH (R:.

\N, 10Wf\)

-Pcrcent~ge ohote, io

f the U.N. (1993-199-'): 88%

He occupies the

t on the Subcommitl~ on Asia and the Pacific.

H¢ is very support1 .,
· l.1 .
He was the co-chair of the United Stat<:s Commission on Improving the
E.tfoctiveness of the United Nations.
He has build a reputation as a deliberate mod¢rale with an independent manner
and thoughtful approach which has given him crembility.
He has outspoken foreign policy views which has made him a parinh to some in
the dominant conservative wing.
He did, howev¢r, criticize the Clinton administrntion'.s decision to deploy troops
in Haiti.

REP. DANA ROHRABACHER (REPUBLICAN, CALIFORNIA)
-Percentage of votes i favor of the U.N. (1993-1994): 0%
He occupies
third spor on the Subcommittee on Asia and the Pacific.
He is conser.. ..•i v~ and has not been very supportive of the UN.
T dency to get into heated debates.
He does not support the Clinton administration's intent to d~ploy U.S. troops in

Bo;. ·a.
He supports lifting the arms embargo.

'OBY R Tii(REPUBUCAN, WJSCONSIN)
-P t · r- ntage ohotca in favor of the U.N. (1993-1994): 13%
He occupie~ the fourth spot on the Committee on International Relations and the
second spot on the Subcommittee on Africa.
He is one of two Congressional delegates to the UN.

RF

UNIC, Wll!lhington, DC
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REP. CHRISTOPHER H. SMITH(REPUBUCAN. NEW $RS£Y)
-Percentage of Yotcs in faYor of the U.N. (1993-1994): 0%
Chairman of the Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights and
member of the Subcommittee on the Western Hemisphere.
He is a strong advocate of human rights and has sought to increase funding for the
UN Vohmtary Fund for Victims of Torture.
He js passionately anti-abortion and a strong opponent ofUNFPA's programme in

China.
He was on the U.S. delegation to lhe ICPD Conference in Cau·o.
He has been a Congressional delegate to the UN.
He is very critical of UNHCR's role with regards to Bosnian refugees and rtfers to
UNHCR as a "gatekeeper".
He has been very critical of the UN and sees the UN as an organization "tolerating
and prokcting waste and even corruption".

Other Members of the Majority Side

Majority Member

Percentage ofvote, in favor of the U.N. (1993-1994)

0%
0%
13%

REP. CASS BALLENGER (REPVBUCAN, NOR.TH CAROLINA)
REP. ELTON GALLEGLY (REPUBUCAN. CAUFo.RNlA)
REP. Wll,LIAM F. GOO)}LlNG<REPUBLICAN. P~SYl,VANlA)
REP. HENRY J. HYDE (REPUBLICAN, ILLINOIS)
-He is strongly against abortion and has fought against UNFPA
REP.JAY KIM (REPUBLlCAN, CALIFORNIA)
REP. PETER T. KING (REPUBLICAN, NEW YORK)
REP. DONALD MANZULLO(REPUBLICAN. lUINOlS)

13%

0%
0%

13¾
0%

REP. JAN MEYERS(REPUBUCAN, KANSAS)

-A moderate Republican.
-She has fought for UNFPA funding ..
REP. ILENA ROS-LEHTINEN (REPUBLICAN, FLORIDA)

0%
0%

REP. ED llOYCE(P.EPUBUCAN, CAUFORNlA)

UNIC, Washington. DC
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Key Players of the Minority Side
REP. LEE lL HAMD..TON

(Ranking Minority Member)

(DEMOCRAT, INDIANA)

-Percentace ohotes ·
l)ftbe U.N. (1993-1994)~ 100%
Ranking Min
1ber of the International Relations Committee.
He i$ a very str , -= ~. porter of the UN.
He has fought hard against bills which would harm the UN.
He has U1$isted that the UN be reformed and has been critical of some of the
Organization's flaws.
He is working to fonn a congressional commission on UN reform.

REP. HOWARD L

BERMAN(DEMOCRAT. CALlfORNIA)

-Percentage of votes in favor of the U.N. (1993-1994): 88%
He is a supporkT of the UN.
He has offered bills aimed at making US pai.ticipntion in UN activities easier to
accomplish.
He has tried to make it harder for the US to withhold payments to the UN.

REP. ELIOT :E. ENGEL(nEMOCRAT, 1'1£W YORI<)
· -Percentage ofvotes in favor of the U.N. (1993-1994): 88%
He is a member of th¢ Subcommittee o.n Africa.
He is supportive of the UN and has fought to allow US troops
to be led by non-US commanders of UN missions.

UNIC, Waahingtori, DC
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REP. SAM GEJDENSON (DEMOCRAT,CONNECTlCUT)
-PcrceBtage otvotes in favor of the U,N. (1993-1994): 100%
A veey strong supporter of the UN.

He has fought hard against bills which would harm the UN saying, "whac we
should be doing is strengthening the UN and making it work better".

REP. TOM LANTOS (DtMOCRAT, CALIFORNIA)
-Percentage ohotes iD favor oftbc U.N. (1993-1994): 88%
He is the ranking minority member of the Subcommitt~ on International
Operations and Human Rights.
He is a member of the Subcommittee on the We.item Hemisphere.
As Co-Director of the Congressional Human Right:. Caucus, he: is a consistent
backer of UN hwnan rights issues.
He supports most UN activities, including peacekeeping. However, with regards
to UNPROFOR, he is of the opinion that ''grotesque rules of engagement" have
been developed.
He is one of two Congressional delegates to the UN.
He supports the Clinton administration's intent to deploy U.S. troops in Bosnia.
He supports lifting the arms embargo.
He has strongly criticized the international community's failUfe to act on $¢rbia's aggressions.

REP. DONALD M. PA YNE(OeMOCRAT. NEW JERSEY)
-Percentage ofvotc1 in fa't'or of the U.N. (1993-1994): 88%,
He occupies the fourth spot on the Subcommittee on Africa and is on the
International Opcratioas and Human Rjghts Subcommittee.
:He is a strong supportet of the UN and bas spoken out in favor of UN
peacekeeping nnd in particular of the Somalia operation.
He has praised th1: Secretary-General's endeavours on behalf of Africa and of
the cause of human rights and development
He has a reputation ofbeins a hard worker whose effectiveness comes from
quiet pers..:verance and a pleasant, low.key style.

UNIC, Washington, DC
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Other Members of the Minority Side
Pen.-entage ofvotu in favor oftbe U.N. (1993-1994) ·

57%

. ROBERT G. TORICELLl(DtMOCRAT, N.EW JERSEY)
REP. GARY L A C KEllMAN(DEMOCRAT, NEW YORK)
REP.
Y J'OHNSTO N(DEMOCRAT. FLORIDA)

84%
86%

BEP.

75¾

Tll{EW G. MARTlNEZ(DEMOCR.AT, CALIFORNIA)

63%

REP.
BERTE. ANDREWS(DEMOCRAT, NEW JERSEY)
REP. ROBERT MENENDEZ(DEMOCRAT, NEW JERSEY)

63%
75%,

REP, SHERllOD BR '·'
•EMOCRAT, OHIO)
'U:P. CYNTHIA M C"
i'(DEMOCRAT, GEORGIA)
P. ALf: .E L HA
;; (DEMOCRAT, FLORIDA)
EP. ALB RT ll. YNN(D£MOCRAT. MARYLAND)
. . P. MIC EL R. MCNULTY(0EMOCRAT, NEW YORK)
REP. JAME~ P. MORAN (Df., ) RAT, VIRGINIA)

UNIC, Washington, DC
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KEY VOTES IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENATIVES
AFFECTING THE U.N SYSTEM.

VOTING RECORD LEGEND
Y
yes
N
p
a

UNA VOTING POSmON: HO'USE
1. Divert PK funds to states ·
2. Break U.N. arms embargo
3 . Refuse U.N. command
4. Allow defense funds for PK
5. Authoriz.e HQ COnlll\and center

no
Present b\lt not voting
Absent

Paired rather than votillg

N

N

N
y
y

6. Cut World Bank Capital Distribution
7. Deduct U.S. sevices from PK dues

N
N
N

&. Reduce PK assessemnent unilaterally
%. Percent of votes in a;upport of U.N.

MAJORITY MEMBERS
S

1234

y
N
y

y

Benjamin A. Gilman, New York Chairman
William F. Goodling, Pensylvannia
Jim Leach, Iowa
Toby Roth, Wisconsin

N
y
N

Henry J. Hyde, Illinois

y
N
y

y

y

y
y

y
y

y

y
y
y

Doug Bereuter, Nebraska
Christopher H. Smith, New Jersey

Dan Burton, Indiana
Jan Meyers, Kansas
Elton Gallegly, California
Ilena Ros-Lehtinen, Florida
Cass Ballenger, North Carolina
Dana Rohrabacher, California

Donald Manzullo, Illinois
Ed Royce, California
Peter T. King, New York
Jay Kim, California
Amo Houghton, New York

y

6

N N N
y N N y
N y y N
N y N N y

y
y

y
y
y

y
y

y

y

y

y
y
y

N
N

N
y

y
N

N N y
N N y
N

N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
y N
y N y N
y p p N N
y y y N N
y y y N N
N N y N N

7
y
y

%

y
y

25
13
88

N N
y

y

y
y

y

13
13

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

38

y y
y y

13
0

y

y

y
y

y
y

y
y

y
y
y

y

y

8

y

y y
y y
N y

y
y
y

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
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A:

THROUGH :
S IC DE :

FROM :

DE :

Hans Corell, Under-Sec
for Legal Affairs
The Legal Counsel

SUB J ECT :
OBJ ET :

statement in the Fifth Committee on u.s.·
to UN Peace-keeping Operations

ntribution

The United States issued a statement in the Fifth Committee
in the course of the Committee's consideration of the UNMIH
budget regarding the assessment of its contribution to the UN
Peace-keeping Operations. The Statement is attached hereto
("A"). Several delegations responding to this Statement
requested the opinion of the Legal Counsel on the implications of
this Statement. I was invited by the Chairman to the Fifth
Committee to address this matter. My Statement this afternoon is
attached hereto ("B").
cc:

Mr. Kittani
Mr. Connor
Mr. Takasu
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October 18, 1995

U.S. STATEMENT IN THE FIFTH COMMITTEE ON UNMIH FINANCING
As is well known, based on a United States law that
went into effect on October 1, 1995, my government is
not able to pay more than 25 percent of the total of
assessments for any peacekeeping operation. This
limitation applies to the the UNMIH budget which has
just been introduced. We fully expect to join consensus
on a resolution for the financing of UNMIH and ot~er
peacekeeping operations, as we have in the past, but
that should not lead to any misunderstanding that we
will be able t o pay more than 25 percent. This will
apply to all peackeeping budgets that are to be
considered by the General Assembly.
It is important to keep in mind that United States'
support for international peace and security continues
to be significant.
For UNMIH assessments alone, for
example, the U.S. has so far this year paid more than 51
million dollars.
Even at 25 percent, the U.S. PKO
assessment rate is by far higher than that of any other
member state. My government sincerely hopes that the
General Assembly will very soon take serious steps
toward a long-overdue reform of the system of
peacekeeping assessments and put the UN on a sounder
financial footing.
My delegation has received questions from numerous
other delegations on this point and I trust that this
information clarifies our position.

18 October 1995

Statement by the Legal Counsel in Fifth Committee

As I understand, Mr. Chairman, I have been requested to
provide an opinion as to the implications, and by that I assume
what is meant is the legal implications, of the statement
delivered by the United States representative in response to the
introduction of the resolution to approve the budget of the UNMIH
operations.

As I understand that statement, the United States

has informed the Committee that 1) the United States Government
is not able to pay more than 25% of the assessments for any
peace-keeping operation; 2) that this limitation applies to the
UNMIH budget which has just been introduced; and 3) that, while
the United States Government fully expects to join the consensus
on the resolution for the financing of the UNMIH operation, this
action should not lead to any misunderstanding that the United
States will be able to pay any more than the 25%.

This matter is governed by Article 17 of the Charter .
Pursuant to that Article, the General Assembly is required to
consider and approve the budget of the Organization . . More
specifically, with regard to the question you have raised,
Article 17 provides that the expenses of the Organization are to
be borne by the members as apportioned by the General Assembly.
Consequently, once the General Assembly has approved the budget
for the UNMIH operation, Member States will be obligated to bear

.-

-

2

-

the expenses of that ope ration a s apport i oned by the Gene ra l
Assembly.

As matters now stand, the General Assembly has

determined that the portion of expenses that United States is to
bear for operations such as UNMIH is slightly more than 3 1 %.

Unless the General Assembly were to t ake act i on to reduce
the portion of expenses that the United States is to bear for
such operations generally, or for this particular operation, the
United States Government would be legally obligated under Article
17 of the ·charter to pay at the existing rate determined by the
General Assembly.
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October 12, 1995

Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General
United Na tions
Uni te d Nat i ons Head qu arte rs
New York, New York 10017
Dear Mr. Boutros-Ghali:
I am again referring a letter from Mr. Simpson P. Keodouangdy, a
constituent of mine. He has raised concerns regarding the Nobel
Peace Prize and other matters, and he asked that I forward his
concerns to you.
I thank you i n advance for your attention to this matter.

Vlly~
Philip M. Crane, M. C .
PMC/cvb
Enclosures
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Here are some reflections on my visit to Washington earlier this week:
The political mood in the US capital is currently one of uncertainty and
unpredictability.
In the White House, there is new-found confidence. President Clinton
gained a 47% support rating from the American public in this week's Harris poll his best rating yet. White House aides believe his re-election campaign is back on
track, and that with Pete Wilson out of the race, Clinton can beat either Dole or
Gramm·. Colin Powell (also mentioned in some Republican circles as a possible
candidate for UN Secretary-General) remains a presidential threat.
The White House believes Clinton has at last found his way on foreign
policy, largely due to a high-risk gamble on peace in the former Yugoslavia. But as
part of the re-election strategy, US troops sent to Bosnia as part of a NATO fo~ce
must be out, or largely out, by November 1996.
Meanwhile Republicans, till now riding a political landslide in their favour,
are facing a backlash from their constituents on proposed cuts in Medicare and
Medicaid.
The next 10 weeks will be dominated by tough infighting over the budget,
marked by political maneuvering and public posturing.
Currently the House bill has trimmed the UN's regular budget contribution to
$272 million from the Administration's request for $304 million. The Senate bill
has not indicated a specific amount for the UN regular budget but has lumped it in
an overall budget of $550 million for 50 international organizations. The Senate
slashed the Administratio n's request for $934 million to $550 million for these
organizations.
The assessment for UN peacekeeping has been held at $425 million in the
House bill (down from the Administration's request for $445 million) but slashed in
the Senate bill to $ 250 million.
Thus the fate of the US contribution to the UN budget now hinges on the
outcome of conference negotiations between House and Senate and ne gotiations
between t he White House and Congress.

2.

The "nee-isolationists" on the right continue to denigrate the UN. Friends of
the UN in Congress are either mute, or are dismissed as wimpish liberals .
The best immediate strategy for the UN is to continue spotlighting
US arrearages in assessments due. This is something the US public understands .
It does not like the idea of its government welshing on its legitimate debts.
Insofar as the new budget is concerned, prospects of a major turnaround in
the UN's favour do not look good, although there is the prospect of some relief on
the peacekeeping assessment when Senate and House confer. There is also t he
possibility of a presidential veto, altho ugh t he ind icatio ns are th at t he White House
is looking for a compromise with Congress.
There are two possibilities for the Secretary-General:
1.

Quiet, personal involvement on the Washington scene. The next
opportunity for this will be 26 October when the Secretary-General
meets with Chairman Gilman's House International Affairs Committee
in Washington. A useful press and non-press programme could be
arranged around this date.

2.

A dramatic cost-cutting measure to indicate that the UN has received
and understood the message that reform and restructuring is
desirable.

Suggestions I heard mentioned in Washington, some from friends , some
from foes of the UN, and not necessarily practi cal or desirable, included:
" Closin g down Genev a."
Moving UNICEF or UNDP to other countries, notably Bonn, Germany .
Turning the lights out at UN headqua rters .
Stopping pay for UN employ ee s.
Cancelling the 50th annive rsary cerem onies.
Cutting off funds to the Bosnian and Rwanda n w ar crimes tribunals
(which seem to be a public rela t ions "ho t button " ).

Jo hn Hughes

12 October 19 9 5
)
cc:

Mr . Aim e
Mr . Hill

THE SECRETARY- GENERAL

6 October 1995

EOSG/CENTRAL
Dear Mr. Chairman,
I would like to thank you fo r your letter d ated
29 September, and for your kind invitation to meet
with the International Relations Committee to discuss
key issues facing the United Nations on its Fiftieth
Anniversary .
I would be most pleased to join you on Thursday,
26 October, from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m., as you suggest.
I look forward to meeting with you again at that time.
With best wishes,

Yours sincerely,

~~~ ·
Boutros Boutros-Ghali

The Honourable Benjamin A . Gilman
Chairman
Internat ional Relations Committee
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C.
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Samir Sanbar, Assistant Secret~~neral
Department of Public Informav n
Invitation from US Congress International Relations
Committee
UNIC Washington is in contact with the Chairman
of the International Relations Committee of the US
Congress, Mr. Benjamin A. Gilman , concerning an
invitation to the Secretary-General to meet with the
Committee.

This m~ eting is tentatively schedu~eft for

Thursday ~6 O~tober fro~_ 4 to 5 p.m.
I would ~p reciate_ an indication as to whether
the S_ec ~~ tary-G~neral t s inclined to a ~c_§pt_ the
invitation, so that UNIC can follow~ p the matter.
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His Excellency Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary-General of the United Nations
United Nations Plaza
New York, New York
Dear Mr. Secretary-General:

EXECUTIVE GffiCE
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

EOSGICENTRAL

I take great pleasure in renewing my earlier invitation to you to rg.eet with my colleagues
on the International Relations Coll!Illittee to discuss key issues facing the United Nations on its
Fiftieth anniversary.

It is my understanding that your schedule would accommodate such a meeting on
Thursday, October 26 from 4:00 to 5:00 p.m. I have tentatively scheduled the event in room EF
100 in the Capitol. -- ~
- ---- Please let my Committee staff know if this time and date is convenient for you. For
scheduling details for this meeting please contact Linda Solomon or Frank Record at (202) 2255021.
With best wishes,

\/1,

Chairman

BAG/fcr/phb

(~\

~
~

THE SECRETAR Y- GENERAL

October 1995

Dear Mr. Ryan,
I am writing to thank you for your invitation
to me to be your guest in the State of Illinois and
the City of Chicago on 18 October, on the occasion of
your 11 50th Anniversary Salute to the United Nations".
I commend you initiative in organizing this event.
I greatly regret that, since I shall be
travelling at that time, and, from 22 October,
be fully committed here with the Commemorative
of the General Assembly, it will be impossible
to join you in person, either on 18 October or
other date around that time.

will
Session
for me
on any

I should be grateful if you would convey to all
those taking part in this event my very best wishes
and warm greetings on this auspicious occasion.
Yours sincerely,

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

The Honourable
George H. Ryan
Secretary of State
Office of the Secretary of State
Springfield, Illinois
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FACSIMILE MESSAGE
DATE: 2 October 1995
TO : Ms. Penny Kendall
Assistant to the Secretary of State
George H. Ryan
100 West Randolph Street
Suite 5-400
Chicago, Illinois 60601

FROM: Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff
Executive Office of the
Secretary-General
United Nations
New York, N.Y. 10017

TELEX NO.: (312) 814 5958

FAX NO.: (212) 963-2155

LOG NO.

31~>,,-

TOTAL PAGES: 2 (inclusive)

Dear Ms. Kendall,
On behalf of the Secretary-General, I attach a copy of his response
to Secretary of State Ryan's invitation of 28 September. The original of the
letter is being forwarded by post.
Yours sincerely,

Je -Claude Aime
Chief of Staff

..
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OFFICE OF TH

SECRETARY OF STATE

Sprlngf eld, Illinois 62756

Sept mber 28, 1995

George H. Ryan
Secretary of Stlte

' rr. rp

~

Q'l.Sl.9,

His "Excellency

~ 9~\1'1t
SfP 2 9 1995

Dr. Boutros Boutros Ghali
Secretary Getleral

United Nations Headquarters
N,w Yorlc, NY 1()()17

EXECJTivE vtFiU:
OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

Dear Mr. Secretary General:

As tlie Secretary of State of lllin
be a uest o our State and the · o
the Consular Corps of the Midwest a
Salute to the Uniled Nations. " 1he
portitJns of their c(mstilutions along wil.
Thompson Center in ChicJ,.go-:--11i1s
univenizy and high school 'students, ci
presence at this event will be the highli

·s, il is my pkasure to extend a,i invilalwn to ou to
'hica o on October 18th 1995. The 39 members of
myself are sponsoring a unique HSOth Annive~ry
reer consulates of the mulwen will be displaying
our UN photo uliibit in the atrium of the James R.
xhibu will be open to all Illinoisans, particularly
·c and business persons in the Chicago area. Your
hi. of our weeldong celebratwn.
---

Jr is our hQpe that you will be o r uest of honor 01 a rece don and luncheo at the
Mid-Am.~aClu of Chicqgo. The Lu cheon will be co-hosted by myself, the Mid-America
Committee with '4e Amoco Corporalwn in cooperatwn wilh a consortium of other Chicago
prominent orgonifJJtions. .-i\nungemen s for private travel from New York City would be
provided to fari/.ilale your schedule.

Recognizing the importance a relevpnce of your appearance in Chicago, alJ facets
of the diplomatic, .business and civic co munities wiU be inYiled to participate and ottend the
events in your honor. If n~cessary, th· event which has been planned or the 18th could be
altered to accommodale yo11r schedule.

-

.

My assistapt Penny :Kendall w • be in contact wilh your office to help faciliJale your
pnsence in Chicago.

.Ar......_.i-c:;;..Mc.y~
. -.·n1r111cs...•~

#~

GE NOE H. ·RYAN
Sec etary of State

-·

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF STATE
Springfield , Jllinois 62756
George H. Ryan
Secretary of State

September 28, 1995

His Excellency
Dr. Boutros Boutros Ghali
Secretary General
Ur:itcd Nations Headquarter!
New Yorlc, NY 10017
Dear Mr. Secretary General:
As the Secretary of State of Illinois, it is my pleasure to extend an invitation to you to
be a guest of our State and the City of Chicago on October 18th 1995. The 39 members of
t heC onsula;:-corps of the Midwest-~;;;i-my; elf a~ -;po"n~~ng a u;,ique "50th Anniversary
Salute to the United Nations. " The career consulates of the midwest will be displaying
portions of their constitutions along with our UN photo exhibit in the atrium of the James R.
Thompson Center in Chicago. This exhibit will he open to all lllinoisans, particularly
university and high school students, civic and business persons in the Chicago area. Your
presence at this event will be the highlight of our weeklong celebration.
It is our hope that you will he our guest of honor at a reception and luncheon at the
Mid-America Club of Chicago. The luncheon will be co-hosted by myself, the Mid-America
Committee with the Amoco Corporation, in cooperation wuh a consortium of other Chicago
prominent organiwtions. Arrangements for private travel from New York City would be
provided to facilitate your schedule.
Recog'li.ting the impottance and relevance of your appearance in Chicago, all facets
of the diplomatic, business and civic communities will be invued to participate and attend the
events in your honor. If necessary, this event which has been planned for the 18th could be
altered to accommodate your schedule.
My assistant Penny Kendall will be in contact with your office to help facilitate your
presence in Chicago.
My sincere regards

GEORGE fl. RYAN
Secretary of State
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USUN PRESS RELEASE #149-(95)
Tuesday, September 26, 1995

NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS

BRIEFING MATERIALS FOR PRESS CONFERENCE
U.S. MISSION TO THE UNITED NATIONS
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1995
~
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A.

Joint statementl r:eau in New York, September 26, 1995.

B.

Principles Agreed to in New York, September 26, 1995.

c.

Principles Agreed to in Geneva, September 8, 1995.

ii

JOINT STATEMENT

For the second time in three weeks, the Foreign
Ministers of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the
Republic of Croatia and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
have met under the auspices of the Contact Group. The
meeting was held at the U.S. Mission to the United Nations
and co-chaired by U.S. Assistant Secretary of State
Richard C. Holbrooke and EU Special Negotiator Carl Bildt.

The Contact Group and EU Special Negotiator announce
today that the three Foreign Ministers, speaking for their
governments -- the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the
Republic of Croatia and the Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, which also represents the Bosnian Serbs in a
joint delegation -- have authorized us to issue the
attached Further Agreed Basic Principl es. All three
governments -- and their Presidents -- agree that these
principles will govern additional negotiations . Moreover,
the Co-Chairmen reiterated that the issues of Eastern
Slavonia, Baranja, and Western Srijem will be a top
priority in an overall peace settlement.
The principles issued today take us one more
important step on the road to peace. As important as this
step is, we remain a long way from peace.
Although we still have a long and difficult path
ahead of us, today's agreement does mark another important
step forward for several reaeone .
First and foremost, it establishes clearly that both
sides agree that Bosnia and Herzegovina will have a
Parliament or national assembly, a Presidency, a
Constitutional Court, and makes provisions for free and
democratic elections under international supervision. In
our view this means direct, free and democratic elections
would be held as soon as possible when the necessary
conditions exist.
These are obviously significant, if incomplete,
achievements, which must be fleshed out in much greater
detail in the next round of negotiations. For example,
what are the "other matters" referred to in the second
sentence of paragraph 6.6? Although this must be
negotiated, in our view they should include such important
matters as foreign trade, customs administration,
international financial affairs, currency administration,
citizenship and passports, protection of borders, and
other matters. These issues must be solved before we can
achieve the settlement we seek .
~

,JL. ! iJiJ ' 11- 'i /

...
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There are many other important issues not resolved,
or even addressed, in today's document. Above all, the
territorial issues are still unresolved, and will be the
subject of very tough negotiations. In this connection,
the Contact Group reiterates its strong support for the
sovereignty and territorial integrity of the states of the
region.

We are also committed to insuring that, at the end
of the negotiating process, the above institutions and
their manner of operations and decision-making will be
fully consistent with democratic principles. We shall
continue to avoid mechanisms·that could make the
governmental institutions of Boenia and Her%egovina
un-democratic or non-functioning in their operations.
We also must address the presence of several
different military forces on the territory of Bosnia and
Herzegovina in such a manner as to ensure that their

pres.ence and activities are consistent with the
sovereignty and ~erritorial integrity of Bosnia and
Herzegovina.
The American negotiating team will return to the
region, starting in Sarajevo, on Thursday. The EU Special
Negotiator, Carl Bildt, will continue work also on the
constitutional and reconstruction efforts which will be
addressed by the EU Foreign Ministers in Luxembourg
October 2 before he proceeds to the region.

Russian

negotiator, First Deputy Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov,
will return to the region next ~eek.
The attached Baaic Principles have been agreed upon
today by H.E. Muhamed Sacirbey, Foreign Minister of the
Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina (Bosnia and
Herzegovina), H.E. Mate Granic, Foreign Minister of the
Republic of Croatia (Croatia); and H.E. Milan Milutinovic,
Foreign Minister of the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(Yugoslavia), and witnessed by Representatives of France,
Gennany, Ruasia, the Uni~ed Ringdom, and the United
States, and by tpe European Union Special Negotiator for
the Former Yugoslavia.
New York
September 26, 1995
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FURTHER AGREED BASIC PRINCIPLES
(additional to those issued September 8, 1995, in Geneva)

4.

Each of the two entities will honor the international

obligations of Bosnia Herzegovina, so long as the obligation is
not a financial obligation incurred by one entity without the
consent of the other.

[1

5. It is the 9oal that free democratic elections be held in
both entities as soon as social conditions permit. In order to
maximize the democratic effectiveness of such elections, the
following 5teps will be taken by both entities.
5.1 Both governments will invnediately pledge their full
5upport, starting immediately, for (a) free~om of movement, (b)
the right of displaced persons to repossess their property or
receive just compensation, (c) freedom of speech and of the
press, and (d) protection of all other internationally
recognized human rights in order to enhance and empower the
democratic election proce5s.
5.2 As soon as possible the OSCE (or other international
organization) will station representatives in all principal
towns throughout the Federation and the Republika Srpska in
Bosnia and Herzegovina and publish monthly reports as to the
degree which (a) the obligations listed in all of the Agreed
Ba5ic Principles have been fulfilleO, and (b) social conditions
are being restored to a level at which the election process may
be effective.
5.3 Within 30 days after the OSCE delegations have
concluded that free and democratic elections can be properly
hel~ in both entities, the governments of the two entities will
conduct free and democratic elections end will fully cooperate
with an international monitoring program.

6. Following the elections, the affairs ond prerogatives of
Bosnia and Herzegovina will be vested in the following
institutions, in accordance with all of the Agreed Basic
Principles. ··
6.1 A parliament or assembly, two-thirds of which will be
elected from the territory of the Federation, an~ one-third
from the territory of . the Republika Srpska. All parliamentary
actions will be by majority vote provided that the majority
~ncludes at least one-third of the votes from each entity.

6.2 A Presidency, two-thirds of which will be elected from
the territory of the Federation, and one-third from the
territory of the Republika Srpska. All Presidency decisions
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will be taken by majority vote, provided, however, that if
one-third or more of the members disagree with a decision taken
by the other members and declare that decision to be
destructive of a vital interest of the entity or entities from
which the dissenting members were elected, the matter will be
referred immediately to the appropriate entity"s/entities'
parliament. If any such parliament confirms the dissenting
position by a two-thirds vote, then the challenged decision
will not take effect .

6.3

A cabinet of such ministers as may be appropriate.

6.4 A Constitutional Court with jurisdiction to decide all
questions arising under the Constitution of Bosnia and
Herzegovina as i t will be revised in accordance with al l of the
Agreed Basic Principles.
6.5 The parties will negotiate in the ilMlediate future as
to further aspects of the management and operation of these

institutions .
6.b
The foregoing insitutions will have responsibility for
the foreign policy of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The parties will
negotiate further to determine the extent to which these
institutions will also have responsibility for other matters
consistent with all of the Agreed Basic Principles.

New York, September 26, 1995
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ACUED BASIC PRINCIPL~S

l. Bosnia and Rcr~egovina will continue ics legal existence
~ith its present borders 4nd continuing inte~national

recognit.ion.
2. Bosnia and Herzegovina will co~sist of two ent.ities ·· the
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina as established by ~he
Washington ~greemente. and the Republica Srpska (RS>.

2.1 The Sl:49 parameter of the cerritorial proposal of
che Contact Group is the basis for• settle~ent. This
territorial proposal is open for adjus~~ent. by mutu•l
~greemept.
2.2 Each entity will continue to exist under its
present conscitut.ion (amended to accomrnodate t.hese .- basic
principles).
2.3

Both ent~t1es will have the right co establish

parallel special rel2tionships with nei9hbo~in9 countries.
consistent with the sovereignty and :errito~ial inte~rity of
Bosnia and Herzegovina.
_l.4 The t~o entitie~ ~ill enter into reciprocal
commitments (a) to hold complete el~ctio~s und~r
international auspices; (b) t.o •copt and adhere to normal
in~ernational human rights standards ~~c obligations.
including the obligation ~o Allow treedo~ o! rnovemenc and
enable displaced person5 co repossess ~heir honies or receive
jus~ coMpensation; (c) to engage in binding arbitration to
resolve disputes between them.

3.

The entities have asr~ed in principle ~o the !allowing:

3.1 The appointment of a Commission for Displaced
Persons authori%ed to enforce {with assistance from
inte!"national en.cities) the obligations of both entities t.o.
enable displaced persons tn repossess thei~ homes or receive
just compensation.

J.2 The establishment of a Bosnia anc Herzegovina
Human Rights Commission, to enforce the en:~ti~s• hu~an
=ig?'rcs obligations. The two @ntities will .bid~ by ~he
Commission's decisions.
3.3 The establishment of joint Bosni~ and Herzegovina
public corporations, financed by the t~o c~~ities . tc own
~nd operace transpor~&tion and other facil!ties !or the
benefit of both entiti@s.
3. 4
The appointment of a Ccmrnission to Pre.sc!"ve
National Monuments .

3. S The desicn .an.d implement at ion o _f a system of
. arbitration for the solution of c1sputes b~~~een the two
entitie&.

Getteva. Septel"'\ber 8, 1995
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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

25 September 1995

Excellency,
I wish to thank you most sincerely for the
invitation to attend the ceremony at the White House
on 28 September 1995, at which another landmark
agreement will be signed by Israel and the Palestine
Liberation Organization in implementation of their
Declaration of Principles on Self-Government
Arrangements.
I welcome these developments and take
this opportunity to underline that the United Nations
will make every possible effort to support this new
accord.
I regret that commitments during the first week
of the General Debate of the General Assembly will
prevent me personally from attending the ceremony, and
the ministerial meeting of the Ad Hoc Liaison
Committee (AHLC) that afternoon.
In these
circumstances, I have requested my Special Political
Adviser and Representative to the Middle East
Multilateral Talks, Under-Secretary-General
Chinmaya R. Gharekhan, to represent me at the ceremony
at the White House. He will be accompanied by the
Special Coordinator in the Occupied Territories,
Under-Secretary-General Terje Rod Larsen.
Mr. Larsen
will represent me at the AHLC ministerial meeting in
the afternoon; he will also attend the preparatory
meeting on 27 September.
As you are aware, the Special Coordinator has,
together with United Nations agencies and programmes
in the Gaza Strip and the West Bank, undertaken a
major effort in producing strategy papers in six
fields -- education, employment, health,

His Excellency
The Honourable Warren Christopher
Secretary of State
of the United States o f Ameri c a
Washington D.C.

0

:l.

infrastructure and housing, institution building and
the private sector.
Under Mr. Larsen's guidance, and
in close cooperation with the World Bank, the United
Nations system will continue to provide economic,
social and technical assistance to the Palestinian
Authority, concentrating, as your letter suggests, on
fast-track projects .
In so d6ing, they will be
"putting peace to wark".
Yours sincerely,

Boutros Boutros-Ghali
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Signing ceremony and Ad Hoc Liaison Committee Meeting
Attached is the Secretary-General's reply to the invitation
extended by Secretary Christopher. The original will be
delivered by messenger.
I need to speak to you by telephone when
you have a minute.
Regards.
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EOSG/ CENTRAL

Dear Ambassador-;"'-

The Secretary-General would be grateful if you
could kindly forward the enclosed letter to His
Excellency the Honourable Warren Christopher,
Secretary of State of the United States of America.
A copy of the letter is attached for your
information. ·
Please accept, Ambassador, the assuranc es of my
highest consideration.

J~me

Chief of Staff

Her Excellency
Dr. Madeleine Korb e l Albright
Permanent Representative of t he United Stat e s
of America to the Unite d Nations
New York
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FOR ACTION

POUR SUITE A DONNER

FOR APPROVAL

POUR APP ROB ATION

FOR SIGNATURE

POUR SIGNATURE

FOR COMMENTS

POUR OBSERVATIONS

MAY WE DISCUSS?

POURRIONS-NOUS EN PARLER?

YOUR ATTENTION

VOTRE ATTENTION

AS DISCUSSED

COMME CONVENU

AS REQUESTED

SUITE A VOTRE DEMANDE

- - - - - - - - ----j- - - - j - - - N OT E AND RETURN
-

FOR INFORMATION

NOTER ET RETOURNER
--+- ---+-- - - - -

- - --

POUR INFORMATION

This is the FAX I referred to
yesterday, on your answering
machine.
I also spoke to
Mr. Gharekhan about it.
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TO

FR01

,'

09-25~

06F!i"1. 01 FROM

September 24 1995
{ . , _, •. Dear Mr. S~

Dear Mr. Secretary-General:

ry-G

The Government of Israe:i and the Palestinians have eonc4.'1lied.4"me~,,..v.:n
their negotiations on the interim agreement aa provt!J · A · ~ iat ons 01
the Declaration of Principles on Interim Self-gover~ . claration of Pl
Arrangements, and have asked President Clinton to htii~%gft~\ng and ha~
ceremony. In order to ma~k this event, President <S!~~~fNl~illin order 1
host a signing ceremony at the White House on .the~-~%
ing cerem~
September 28, which will be followed by an informalS t ~
r 28, which j
Liaison Conunittee (AHLC) 111.inisterial the same day. LmiJ.'o\fi:
mittee (~
consultations and in conjunction with our Russian t"!Pl~~Mitre~i j~@ and in
the Norwegian Chair of the ABLC, I would like to ex\wn~'&nwegian Chair<
invitation to you to participate in these events in'-~·
· to you to
demonstrate our collective support for this extraofflW'A!;~rate our coll,
achievement.
achievement.
The ceremony wil1 take place at. the White House, on ~tJ.fte 'ih'ei'Wl,\ljY will. ·
of September 28. Key Midale East leaders and dono
oi•~be~ 28. ' Kej
Foreign Ministers are being invited.
Foreign Ministers are

In the afternoon of the same day, I will host an inf1E>~4 afternoon o1
ministerial meeting of the AHLC, chaired by the NoA~i~ ll'b't~l~'i\eting c
Minister, Bjorn Tore Godal. Experts of the ABLC m ~t 'W4.a1Bjorn Tore
maet in advance on the afternoon ot September 27,
t h"@>p"eU~Ce on ·t11
will . be able to designate -appropriate representativ
\ ob~ ~ .to desig
In preparation for these meetings, the United Statelij
paration for th
coordination with the World Bank as the AHLC Secret:Wi'«t' ia'
"1-i..t.b-+'b.
circulated papers describing the goal of re-energizinq he
• :
international oonununity's effort to support the pea~ t ~ ~a ~nconunun~
effort which should be based primarily on fast-tradkf ~~ewch should
assistance.
.
assis~ance.

J

Prime Minister Rabin, Foreign Minister Peres, and dP.ri.i fta\\inister Rab '
Arafat have shown- great courage and determination i ~pllift~ft~hown gre
the negotiations tor this : historic agreement. The ~l~~ · ~tions for
implementation will require the sustained support ojm
~ntation .w ill
international community. We must endeavO'r to mate ifflM -1;;1ona -co:mmuru
determination and resolve by supporting this agreemen
· -ev~ ~ ~
way possible.
I look forward to seeing you at the '14!; ~ i
. I look1
Washington and to working :with you to support tha washing on and to wor
Israeli-Palestinian search for peace and reconciliak.~li-Palestinian s

sincerely,
/s/

2 51995

Warren Christopher

!' "" -,-

H.E. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
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E UTIVE OfflCE
OFTHE SECRETARY-GENERAL

September 24, 1995

Dear Mr. Secretary-General:
Thank you for your letter of September 13, 19 9 5 outlining
the very difficult financial situation you are facing.
I fully
appreciate the difficulties that the funding cr i sis poses for
UN operations, and I share your concerns.
I take the financial obligations of the United States to
the United Nations very seriously. You are awa r e of the
problems we face with Congress.
Despite our best efforts, it
is unlikely that Congress will appropriate the necessary funds
to meet our obligations in full.
I have been working
personally with the Congress to solve this difficult problem
and will continue to do so in the weeks ahead.
We have sought to disburse funds as quickly as possible.
On September 18, we paid approximately $172 million in
peacekeeping assessments. We expect to be able to pay an
additional $26.6 million by early October. We will make
additional funds available as soon as legislation for our
fiscal year 1996 permits.
I appreciate your personal efforts to ensure that the
1996-97 UN budget will reflect management efficiencies and cost
effectiveness. We understand the very difficult decisions you
must make given the competing demands of 185 member states.
Our long-term budget situation is such, however, that we cannot
support increases in the ger.eral budget of the magnitude
contemplated. We want to work with you and other member states
in an effort to achieve a budget level that reflects a decrease
in expenditures and can be supported by the membership as a
whole.

I look forward to - seeing you in New York.
i-"

ffi~®\HW~
SEP 2 5 \g9S

~

......

Sinc;f1Y,

~,·~
Warren Christopher

EOSG/CEN1RAL
His Excellency
Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
Secretary General of the United Nation s ,
New York.
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Press Release Secretary-General ·

UNITED NATIONS

Department of Public Information• News Coverage Servlc;~ • H~w York

SG/SM/5741
22 September 1995

SECRETARY-GENERAL, MEETING WITH UNITED STATES ENVOY, EXPRESSES
STRONG SUPPORT FOR PEACE INITIATIVE IN FORMER YUGOSLAVIA
Possibility Is Raised of Replacement of United Nations
Troops by Multilateral Force: Financial Factors Are Cited

This statement was issued this evening by the Spokesman for the
Secretary -General :
The Secretary-General met with United States Assistant Secretary of
State Richard Holbrooke for approximately one hour this evening.
The Secretary - General welcomed and expressed his strong support for the
peace initiative Mr . Holbrooke has taken in the former Yugoslavia on behalf of
President Clinton .
The Secretary-General, stressing again the United Nations current
financial crisis, said that he hoped a successful outcome to the peace talks,
which will be resumed in New York on Tuesday, would enable _ the United Nations
to reduce its troops in the area. Debtor nations, he explained, owned the
United Nations some $3.4 billion, and United Nations peace-keeping operations
in the former Yugoslavia were costing the United Nations $5 million a day.
The Secretary- General explained that he had written to the Security Council
favouring replacement of the United Nations forces by a multilateral force.
Secretary Holbrooke briefed the Secretary-General on the progress made
in the peace negotiations and outlined their possible future course.
Mr. Holbrooke stressed the need for full implementation of the agreed
measures to ease the siege of Sarajevo, with which the Secretary-General
expressed full support.

* *** *
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Excellency,
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EOSG/CENTR, L

I know how much you have done to draw attention to the importance
of remedying the very critical financial situation of the United Nations.
I want you to know how deeply I appreciate the vision and leadership that
you have displayed on this most important issue.
It is therefore with heightened concern and dismay that I must tell
you that the cash flow difficulties of the United Nations are now
particularly acute . After utilizing all other available reserves, regular
budget cash was completely depleted in mid-August. The high level of the
shortfall is unprecedented. As of today, we have had to borrow a total of
$98 million from peace-keeping operations in order to cover regular budget
expenditures . Unless significant contributions are received soon, and from
your Government in particular, the regular budget will have to borrow
almost $200 million from peace-keeping operations by the end of October. and nearly $300 million by the end of November. We have been able to·
borrow from peace-keeping operations only because we have, with great
reluctance and cancem, postponed long-overdue reimbursements to about
80 troop-contriouting countries and the payment of Letter of Assist to
Governments. If the current situation continues, the Organization will owe
troop-contributing countries more than $1. 2 billion by the end of the year.
This will place peace-keeping operations in great jeopardy.
In the light of this critical financial situation, I have taken a number
of measures, under my own authority, to conserve cash. The Fifth
Committee of the General Assembly was informed yesterday of these
measures, which include, among others, freeze on recruitment; severe
limits on overtime and travel of staff; suspension of new consultancies;
suspension of purchases of furniture and equipment; and delay in payments
to vendors. I shall also be proposing to Member States additional ways to
conserve cash, including the reduction in the number of meetings of the
General Assembly and other meetings. Such measures will be presented to
the General Assembly for its approval in the near future. If our cash
receipts fall below present expectations, more drastic measures will have to
be proposed later this year.

a

His Excellency
The Honourable Warren Christopher
Secretary of State of
the United States of America
Washington, D.C.

I am sure you will recognize that whatever cash-saving measures we
adopt, they cannot be a substitute for ·the full payment of assessed
contributions by Member States .. The largest amount of unpaid
assessments, including two-thirds of total outstanding contributions to the
regular budget, is owed by the United States. Hence, we are significantly
dependent in this critical period on the timing and amount of payment from
your Government.
My proposed programme budget for 1996-1997, to be considered
shortly by the General Assembly, reflects enormous efforts to respond
to the concerns of Member States that the Organization becomes more
efficient and more cost-effective. Those efforts, I wish ·to assure you,
will continue. I cannot, however, accomplish the goals and expectations
of Member States, including of your Government, if the Organization is
not on a .sound financial base.
I am, accordingly, appealing to your Excellency to urge your
Government to pay all its outstanding contributions promptly, but
especially those for the regular budget, so that the financial liquidity
of the Organization, and the ideals to which your Government and the
United Nations continue to subscribe, are not jeopardized.
'

Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali
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14 September 1995

Excellency,
The Secretary-General would be grateful if you could
kindly forward the enclosed letter to His Excellency,
The Honourable Warren Christopher, Secretary of State of the
United States of· America.
A copy of the letter is attached, for your information.
Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration.

J

EOSG/CENTRAL

Her Excellency
Dr. Madeleine Korbel Albright
Permanent Representative of the
United States of America to
the United Nations
New York

n-Claude A' e
Chief of Sta f

_J ;4 ~
THE DEPUTY REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ~
OF AMERICA TO THE UNITED NATIONS

September 6, 1995

EOSG/CENTRAL
Excellency:
I have the honor to transmit to - you the following
message from the Honorable Warren Christopher, Secretary of
State of tne United States of America. There will be no
signed original.
· -- - - - "Dear Mr. Secretary General:
Please accept my gratitude for your
expression of sympathy on the tragic
deaths of Ambassador Robert Frasure,
Deputy Assistant Secretary Joseph Kruzel,
and Colonel Nelson Drew. All three men
were dedicated and gifted public servants.
Their lives of service will long be
remembered by their many friends and
colleagues."
Please accept, Excellency, the assurances of my highest
consideration .

Ed&~m
c~::t

~'Affaires a.i.

His Excellency
Dr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali,
Secretary-General,
United Nations,
New York, New York.

US.

FOR INFORMATION OF UNITED NATIONS SECRETARIAT ONLY
Not for Distribution or Dissemination

28 August 1995

PRESS BRIEFING BY PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVE OF UNITED STATES

At a press briefing at Headquarters Friday afternoon, United States
Permanent Representative Madeleine Albri ght told corresponden ts that the
United States delegation to the Fourth World Conference on Women, to be held
in Beijing from 4 to 14 September, would leave for Beijing next week. As head
of her country's delegation, said Ambassador Albright, she wanted to list the
goals her delegation would be taking to Beijing and to explain why the United
States believed that it was both important and appropriate to participate in
the Conference.
Those goals, she said, were to promote and protect the human rights of
women; to end violence against women; to expand women's participation in
political and economic decision-making ; t o assure equal access for women to
education and health care throughout their lives; to strengthen families
through efforts to balance the work and family responsibilities of women and
men.
Those goals reflected the views and concerns of millions of Americans
who were working every day for a better future for their families. Along with
tens of millions of husbands and wives, fathers and mothers around the world,
those Americans shared a commitment to a simple, abiding philosophy: equal
opportunity for all.
In a nutshell , that was what the upcoming Conference on
Women was all about.
She said that it was unfortunate, and detrimental to everyone, that 50
per cent of the world's talent -- its women -- remained an undervalued and
underdeveloped resource in too many places. Too often, in too many places,
women were denied equal access to education, health care, financial credit and
an opportunity to participate in the political life of a nation. Women were
denied equality under the law in terms of ownership of property, inheritance
and decision-making . Appalling abuses, including coerced abortions and
sterilization, children sold into prostitution, ritual mutilations, dowry
murders and official indifference to violence, were still the order of the day
in too many places of the world .
The Clinton Administration, continued Ambassador Albright, would use the
Conference to underline the truth that violence against women is not cultural
but criminal, and "we all have a responsibility to stop it".
She said that the sentiments of those Americans who argued against
participation in the Conference in view of China's human rights record were
understandable . But it just did not make sense to boycott -- in the name of

(more)
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human rights -- a conference whose primary purpose was the promotion of human
rights.
The impact such a conference could have on the host country itself
should not be underestimated, she went on . China was already feeling the
impact of the thousands of Chinese women involved in preparations for the
Conference. There was public discussion of previously taboo subjects,
including violence against women . More than 5,000 Chinese women would
participate in the non-governmental organization forum. That, said Ambassador
Albright, was significant; and the Chinese Government had already responded to
the spotlight by announcing a new (albeit not yet tested} policy in support of
women's rights.
She added that open discussion about the status of women made a
difference not only in China but everywhere, because countries in which women
had a fair share of power tended to be more stable, prosperous and just than
those in which women were marginalized and repressed.
Commenting on some of the more specific issues that had arisen in
connection with the Conference, she said the crucial aspect of the Conference
was the participation of tens of thousands of grass-roots activists and
organizations from around the world, for they provided a wide-ranging
diversity of expertise and opinion in the political, social and religious
spheres. That participation was healthy, and reflected the critical role of
the non-governmental organizations both during the Conference and in its
follow-up stages. The United States had successfully campaigned to ensure
non-governmental organization participation in the Conference.
At the instigation of the United States as well as other nations she
told correspondents, the accreditation process for the World Conference had
been reopened in April . The result was that more than 750 additional groups
had been credited, including many from the United States.
She expressed concern at the logistical difficulties which even at the
present late hour, remained unresolved, and which could still prevent many
from attending the Conference. She had raised the issue both with the
Secretary-General and directly with the Chinese authorities. Moreover, she
would again meet with Ambassador Chen later today about the several hundred
American non-governmental organization participants who were still awaiting
their visas . She conceded that the logistics were a real challenge to the
Chinese authorities; the United States understood the complexity of hosting
such a conference, but could not excuse a deliberate effort to deny visas to
participants who were peaceful but who happened to embrace policies the
Chinese Government did not.
"At issue is China's reputation as a host " , said
Ambassador Albright .
She said she was delighted that Harry Wu had been able to return to the
United States. That clearly removed an important obstacle in the relationship

(more}
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between her country and China, and would improve the climate for United States
participation in the Conference . At the same time, she said that she was
concerned at reports that China had detained human rights activists in advance
of the Conference .
Answering a question from a correspondent, Ambassador Albright said
there was no quid pro quo attached to Mr . Wu's release, and the United States
had never seen it that way. She added that there was .as yet no decision
regarding Mrs . Clinton ' s going to Beijing.
In response to another question, she said that she hoped the Conference
would be able to do what it was supposed to do -- deal with the issues of
women . The Conference on Women had a very important agenda. As only the
fourth of its kind in the last 20 years, the Conference was important both for
the standards it would set and for the norms that would hopefully be
established, norms which other countries would try to live up to. It would
therefore be most unfortunate if the agenda of the Conference were derailed or
marginalized by logistics issues .
Asked whether she was satisfied with the United States position on
women's issues, Ambassador Albright said that as a woman she was never
satisfied, but she would proudly represent her country in the Women's
Conference. There were areas in her country's policies, as they pertained to
women, where she wished more could be done. Although the Clinton
Administration had made great strides, more needed to be done in certain
areas, such as that of violence against women, the importance of health care
for women, research on diseases affecting only women, and the division of
responsibilities within the two-parent family. However, she would be
representing the United States with pride because it did "a pretty good job
across the board on issues that matter a lot".
Another correspondent asked whether women at the Beijing Conference
would propose a woman candidate for United Nations Secretary-General, as the
present Secretary-General had announced that he would not run for a second
term of office . Ambassador Albright said that she had not heard that that was
a specific agenda item; but she believed that it was very important for women
to have equal access to all positions.
She admitted that there was indeed a "glass ceiling" for women and a
limit to the possibilities open to women in the United States. Women did not
reach the higher echelons in economic and political institutions or even
teaching institutions. However, the country's record was pretty good, as
reflected by the recent report issued by the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) on improvement in women's capabilities and access to jobs.
Asked whether China was being held accountable for withholding
accreditation from legitimate groups from countries such as Taiwan and Tibet,
she said that accreditation had been the subject of some discussion for the
preceding months . The United States had requested that the issue of
(more)
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accreditat;on be reopened because it had become clear that some of the
applying organizations had made mistakes in completing their application
forms.
She agreed that the concerns of the non-governmental organizations
attending the Conference should be linked to the issues to be discussed at the
Conference, that they should be organizations dedicated to women's issues.
Part of the problem of conferences, she said, was that the specific and
designated agenda tended to become side issues, eclipsed by some political
issues that dominated the order of the day.
In her opinion, it was important
that the non-governmental organizations attending the conference be legitimate
bodies, with a genuine "women component". There were indeed some that were
being unjustly kept out, but that matter was being pursued, she said. As for
holding China accountable for the accreditation of legitimate organizations,
she said that it was incumbent upon the Chinese Government to act as a good
host; that was its responsibility, and it would be judged accordingly.
A correspondent then asserted that some non-governmental organizations
were gratified by the actions the Chinese Government had taken to remedy
earlier mistakes. Ambassador Albright replied that it would have been better
had so much time not been wasted over logistics and visas, instead of on the
relevant issues.
"A great deal of hope is being placed on this Conference by
the women of the world. We have a very important agenda and we should not be
diverted", she said.
As the briefing concluded, a correspondent asked whether the United
States would ever lift the embargo against Iraq while Saddam Hussein was still
in power . She answered that the United States had maintained and had always
maintained that Saddam Hussein had to live up to all the Security Council
resolutions. Those resolutions aimed at ensuring that Saddam Hussein's Iraq
had peaceful intentions, that it could exist without threatening its
neighbours or repressing its people.

* *** *
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THE SECRETARY- GENERAL

22 August 1995

Dear Senator Sarbanes,

· Sa

I have seen a copy of the Congressional Record
carrying your recent statement on the 50th Anniversary
of the United Nations.
I warmly welcome and sincerely
apprec iate your eloquent arguments on the
indispensability of the United Nations and on the
critical importance of the relationship between the
United States and the United Nations.
I too have
recently sought to make the case for strengthened
cooperation between the U.S. and the UN and take the
liberty of enclosing a copy of a speech which I
delivered in Los Angeles in the context of the 50th
anniversary of the signing of the Charter.
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Yours sincerely ,

~~~Boutros Boutros-Ghali

The Honourable Paul S. Sarbanes
United States Senator
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
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Boutros Boutros-Ghali

WORLD AFFJ'll;IS~ .

At turning points in history, relationships can be all-important.
They can make the difference between chaos or order, conflict or
cooperation, failure or success.

Sometimes such relationships have been between states;
Athens and Sparta in the ancient world. England and France in the
plays of Shakespeare. Egypt and Israel in the modern Middle East.

And sometimes they are larger relationships; The Empires and
colonies of the age of Imperialism. The developed North and
developing South in this century. And the east-west contest of the
cold war superpowers.

Today I want to talk about the relationship between the United ·
States and the United Nations. It could be the most important
relationship of the twenty-first century.

The United Nations is in many ways the creation of the United
States. In the United Nations' early years, some claimed that it was
the tool of the United States.

TO :
A:

Mr. Jean-Claude Aime
Chief of Staff, EOSG

DATE :

17 August 1995

THROUGH:
SIC DE :

FROM :
DE:

Samir Sanbar, Assistant Secretary-Gen~•
Department of Public .Information

Ou.

SUB J ECT:
OBJ ET :

1. UN Day, Washington D.C.
2. Correspondence from US Senator Paul S. Sarbanes

1.
A series of events is being organized by UNIC
Washington with Cong_;re§.§lj..9n_g _l_§p_onsorship in observance of UN Day
this year, including ~.R.!:i§.llig__and~. PJlQtQ_g_I..§-..P.Ai.C.._~?f..l:!.t.?.i.t of._!he
5Qth anniyersar_y at a higb.ly~s;l.Qle location, the Cannon
Building Rotunda. The Congressional sponsors hav'?., __~2.illressed the
wish to invite th~_~cretfil:Y.:.fi~J1§.Ial,_ to addres§.,__!:"_, h~......52.E~~~-gg
reception on Monday, 23 October, and I understand a letter of

invftatioii- wiiT.. b-e -forthcoming":°
. ·•
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2.
A letter of s~port for the Unit~~ ~tioE_.s and his
recent statement in the Congressional Record regarding the 50th
anniversary has been received by UNIC Washington from United
States Senator Paul S. Sarbanes (Maryland). I thought you would
be interested in reading Senator Sarbane' s insightful comments
about the United Nations and the need for continued United States
support of the Organizat ion. The Secretary-General may wish to(/
consider sending a personal note to the Senator in reply.
ll
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PAI.IL S. SARBANES
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WASHINGTON, DC 20610-2002

August 3, 1995

Mr. Michael Stoppford
Director, United Nations Information Center
1775 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20006

Dear Mr: Stoppford,
I am writing to bring to your attention my recent statement
in the Congresaional Record regarding the 50th annivereary of the
United Nations. rn my view, the UN remains an important
institution which provides the means for leveraging American
diplomatic, economic, and military resources in ways that enhance
vital U.S. interests. The American people recogni~e the positive
role that the UN can play. To cripple the UN by an erosion or
withdrawal of American participation would be a terrible mistake.
With the. thought that it might be of interest to you, I am
enclosing a copy of my statement for your review.
With best regards,

Paul S. Sarbanes

United States Senator

Enclosure
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UNITED
NATIONS

AS
General Assembly
Security Council

Distr.
GENERAL
A/50/357
S/1995/709
18 August 1995
ORIGINAL:

GENERAL ASSEMBLY
Fiftieth session
Item 65 of the provisional agenda*
COMPREHENSIVE TEST-BAN TREATY

ENGLISH

SECURITY COUNCIL
Fiftieth year

Letter dated 16 August 199~ from the Permanent Representative
of the United States of America to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General

I have the honour to enclose herewith the text of a statement by the
President of the United States concerning a comprehensive test-ban treaty (see
annex).
May I ask for your kind assistance in circulating the present letter and
attached statement as a document of the General Assembly, under item 65 of the
provisional agenda, and of the Security Council.

(Signed)

*

Madeleine K. ALBRIGHT

A/50/150.

I ...

A/50/357
S/1995/709
English
Page 2

ANNEX

Statement on a comprehensive test-ban treaty bv the President
of the United States of America made on 11 August 1995

Today I am announcing my decision to negotiate a true zero-yield
comprehensive test ban.
This is a historic milestone in our efforts to reduce
the nuclear threat and to build a safer world. The United States will now
insist on a test ban that prohibits any nuclear-weapon-test explosion.
I am
convinced this decision will speed the comprehensive test ban next year.
As a central part of this decision, I am establishing concrete, specific
safeguards that define the conditions under which the United States will enter
into a comprehensive test ban. These safeguards will strengthen our commitments
in the areas of intelligence, monitoring and verification, stockpile
stewardship, maintenance of our nuclear laboratories and test readiness. They
also specify the circumstances under which I would be prepared, in consultation
with Congress, to exercise our supreme national interest rights under a
comprehensive test ban to conduct necessary testing if the safety or reliability
of our nuclear deterrent could no longer be certified.
As a part of this arrangement I am today directing the establishment of a
new annual reporting and certification requirement that will ensure that our
nuclear weapons remain safe and reliable under a comprehensive test ban.
I appreciate the time, the energy and the
State, Defense and Energy, the Chairman of the
Directors of Central Intelligence and the Arms
have all devoted to the review of this crucial
last several months.

wisdom that the Secretaries of
Joint Chiefs of Staff, the
Control and Disarmament Agency
national security issue over the

American leaders since Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy have believed a
comprehensive test ban would be a major stride towards stopping the
proliferation of nuclear weapons. Now, as then, such a treaty would greatly
strengthen the security of the United States and nations throughout the world.
But now, unlike then, such a treaty is within our reach.
It would build upon the successes we have achieved so far:
securing a
permanent extension of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty; freezing North
Korea's nuclear programme; cutting existing nuclear arsenals by putting the
START I treaty into force; persuading Ukraine, Belarus and Kazakstan to give up
their nuclear weapons and to reach agreements with the Russian Federation that
now mean that both our nations no longer target our missiles at each other.
A comprehensive test ban is the right step as we continue pulling back from
the nuclear precipice, a precipice we began to live with 50 years ago this week.
It moves us one step closer to the day when no nuclear weapons are detonated
anywhere on the face of the Earth.

Note for the File
UNITED STATES INITIATIVE ON THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA

1.
I asked Ambassador Albright this morning for more
information about the Lake/Tarnoff mission reported in today's
media. She said that there was very little that she could tell
me at this stage.
Basically the intention was to 11 seize the
moment 11 by taking the initiative in an attempt to revive the
peace process and move towards "a peace settlement of some kindtl.
The United States was also anxious to get UNPROFOR "to function '
in its new guise". As regards negotiations, the objective was to
get the parties to negotiate again on the basis of the maps "or
perhaps new maps" . When I asked whether the American emissaries
would be contacting the Bosnian Serbs she said that this was not
clear at present. She gave the same reply when I asked whether
they would be in touch with Mr. Stoltenberg and Mr. Bildt.
2.
Ambassador Albright ended by saying that she hoped that
within the next 24 hours or so she would be in a position to
provide more details .
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Marrack Goulding
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Note for the File
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U.S. CONCERNS

Mr Stuart Seldowitz, First Secretary of the Pennanent Mission of the United States,
called on me this afternoon, on instructions, to infonn me of infonnation received by his
Government on which the views ·or the United Nations were sought. He. stressed that
what followed should not be construed by the United Nations as an accusation but rather
as a request for clarification.
The US Government had learned from reliable sources of large-scale and serious
diversion of fuel to the Bosnian Serbs by UNPROFOR. UNPROFOR was currently using
11 milliQn litres of fuel in Bosnia and Herzegovina, though its rate of consumption
amounted only to 6.6 million litres, leaving a large surplus unaccounted for. This surplus,
the US was told, was being used by United Nations forces to "bargain their way past Serb
checkpoints" or being sold on the black market.
On at least one occasion,·the US had learned, Mr Stoltenberg [sic] had personally
approved a shipment of crude oil from Sector East in United Nations vehicles to Belgrade,
where it was refined before being shipped to the Bosnian Serbs through the corridor.

•

I responded that while I would have to seek the comments of the field and of Mr

Stoltenberg, the information conveyed in this demarche came to me as a surprise. The
United Nations policy on not providing fuel to the Bosnian Serbs was clearly known to all
in UNPROFOR and had been reiterated on several occasions recently. As to the charge
against Mr Stoltenberg~ I stated that not only did I reject it outright on the grounds of my
knowledge of Mr Stoltenberg, but because I was unaware of any administrative or
operational procedure under which Mr Stoltenberg could have ordered or effected such a
shipment.

I also undertook to check the alleged figures for UNPROFOR fuel consumption,
which we could not confirm at Headquarters.

~~-Shashi Tharoor
2 August 1995
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Mr Annan (o/r)
Mr Riza
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Meeting with · Ambassador Gnehm ·on '27 July 1 995

Mr. ·Connor and Ambassador Gnehm met on 27 July 1995 at
the request of Mr. Connor. The subJect of the meeting was a request
by the United Nations for the United States Senate Select Committee
' on · Intelligence to issue an official statement about .the lack of
; substance to allegations levelled ~ainst Mr. Iqbal Riza, the Assistant.::''
Secretary-General for Peace-keeping Operations in connection with an
-Iraqi border incident.
',I

•

•

(

••

Mr. Connor presented the attached Note Verbale to the
Ambassador.
Mr. Connor and Ambassador Gnehm . engaged in _a long
exchange of views on the. subject. Ambassador Gnehrri indicated that
the United States Mission·to the United Nations will reply to the Note
Verbale in writing.

.

cc.

Mr. Aime

.J

UNITED NATIONS
POSTAL ADDRESS-ADRESSE POSTALE :

NATIONS UNIES
UN_}TEO NATIONS,

N . y.

10017

CABLE A ODRE SS-AORESSE: TELEGRAPH IQU E : UNATIONS Hl:W YORK

R-EFERENCII :

The Secretariat of the United Nations presents its
compliments to the Unites States Mission to the United Nations and
has the honour of bringing to its attention the following.
The United Nations understands that the United States
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence is investigating the border
incident involving the arrest and detention of Mr. Barloon and Mr.
Daliberti by the Iraqi authorities.
The United Nations is disturbed by the allegations
levelled against Mr. Iqbal Riza, Assistant-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations in connection with this incident. Mr. Riza has
categorically denied these allegations, which he characterizes as
spurious and groundless.
Additionally, there are reports that
members of the Committee's staff have confirmed the absence of any
information to substantiate such allegations. The United Nations
wishes to protest in the strongest terms the fact that Mr. Riza has
been obliged to respond to media reports without the benefit of the
knowledge of the source, the foundation, or even the content of the
allegations. Furthermore, these reports not only caused personal
distress to Mr. Riza but could damage his professional reputation and
affect his capacity to deal with certain governments. Moreover, the
attacks on Mr. Riza, if allowed to go unchallenged, also damage the
Organization itself.
Since the Committee did not call upon Mr. Riza to appear
before it, despite his stated willingness to do so subject to the
approval of the Secretary-General, it is reasonable to conclude that
the Committee has no basis upon which to proceed with its
consideration of the allegations.
The United Nations cannot,
however, allow such serious charges to subside by default and hereby
respectfully requests that the Committee issue an official statement
to that effect and inform the Secretariat of the source and nature of
the allegations.

27 July 1995
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Honorary President,
N.Y. Conference of Mayors

July 26, 1995
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President William J. Clinton
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

.

Dear President Clinton:
Former President Jimmy Carter's handwritten note expresses complete agreement
with views set forth in my July 5, 1995 letter to him (copy enclosed).
He agrees completely that you are the obstacle to a peaceful, negotiated settlement //
in Bosnia.
The enormous personal integrity of the Former President, coupled with his dedication
to non-violent, impartial conflict resolution, produced the historic Camp David Peace
Accord between Egypt and Israel which few thought possible. More recently, his
intercessions eliminated the need to defend U.S. credibility which your military threats
of violence had created at Haiti and North Korea.
Your "Final Solution," picture perfect massive bombing and slaughter of Bosnian
Serbs, will go a long way 'in completing the genocide left undone by Adolph Hitler in
World War II.
Yours truly,

mrn®~awrn1n1

lJl]
RAM/bm
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ROBERT A. MALLOY

53 ARGONNE DRIVE; KENMORE, N.Y. 14217

(716) 873-9587

Robert A. Malloy
Honorary President,
N.Y. Conference of Mayors

July 5, 1995

The Honorable Jimmy Carter
Former President of the United States
The Carter Center
one Copenhill Avenue
Atlanta, Georgia 30307-1498
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Dear President Carter:

----

I commend your formula for peace in Bosnia (Buffalo N_e ws: 6-23-95}, ~ 7 L# ~ (_
but how do we get Bosnian government leaders to meet with Bosnian
-v//J? /
·
Serbs?
The obstacle
..,.. to such meetings is in the Oval Office!

!

President Clinton must withdraw from his partisan support of Musl_ im ,
interests irr peace negotiations, and from h~s partisan military
·
intervention in promoting military~onquest of Serbs. Until he does
so, Bosnian Muslims can be expected to continue their well-armed
aggression, and to remain steadfast in their adamant refusal to meet
with Bosnian Serbs.

~Th
r oa t/Muslim military.alliance is in fa~t Presid~nt Clinton's
( pr,
army.
It enables him to wage war against Bosnian Serbs without
the u ,ed to send U.S. ground troops, and, apparently, without the
need for either Congressional or United Nations authorization as
well.
I hope you will persist in your -efforts, but if you expect any
success, you will have to mount an effective challenge to current
U.S. policy.
Best wishes,

ROBERT A. MALLOY
RAM/ps

53 ARGONNE DRIVE; KENMORE, N.Y. 14217

(716) 873-9587
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By JIMMY CARTER

United Nations flights.

5 - The release of all detainees.
6 - Human rights guarantees, includmain involved in Bosnia-Herzegovina, a ing unrestricted return to refugees and
firm choice must be made between two displaced persons to their homes.
alternatives: the escalation of military conThe general policy has been to isolate
flict or a determined attempt to negotiate the Bosnian Serbs and to communicate
a comprehensive peace agreement only with Serbian President Slobodan MilFrustrated with the impasse in Bosnia- osevic on matters involving the Bosnian
Herzegovina, some political leaders are Serbs. This effort has not been fruitful.
demanding a unilateral lifting of the arms The Bosnian government and the Bosnian t
embargo by the United States to permit Serbs must be direct participants in any j
the Muslim-Croat federation to expand peace process.
and modernize its militaiy .force.
Both last year and now, there has been
Unc!e:- these circumstances, the United only one unresolved fasue: Muslim/Croat
Nations military commanders have stated · officials insist that, as a prerequisite to
that UNPROFOR could not fulfill its mis- peace talks, the Serbs, who now control
sion and the leaders of both France and 70 percent of Bosnia, would have to acGreat Britain have said that their troops cept the plan to reduce their territory to
will be withdrawn. Extracting U.N. forces 49 percent; the Serbs, on the other hand,
would have the same effect as ending the have been willing to negotiate "on the baarms embargo.
.
•
sis or' the same plan.
In either case, there would be an escaThe Bosnian Serbs have presented a
lation of bloodshed in Bosnia, and much counterproposal to me and to the Contact
greater U.S. involvement in ~oth military Group, .offering to reduce their controlled
training and support would likely result.
area to 53 percent and professing their
If either the Bosnian Serbs or the willingness to negotiate the remaining difMuslim-Croat federation were then threat- ferences.
ened with defeat, the war could widen to
Peace talks would best be held in a
include their supporters in Croatia and neutral place and with ~ specific deadl\ne
Serbia, and then spread southward to Ko- for completion. Both sides, the Bosman
sovo and Macedonia.
government and the Bosnian Serbs, must
Greece, Turkey and Bulgaria might be- be at the negotiating table.
come involved in the ensuing conflict.
This period of peace might also inNATO nations would confront a terri- clude the suspension of United Nations
ble containment dilemma, making present trade sanctions against the Serbs as long
problems in Bosnia-Herzegovina seem rel- as Serbia and the Bosnian groups act in
atively insignificant
good faith. Thi~ would be a powerful in. With an almost hopeless prospect for centive for compliance.
ending the crisis through D>:lli.~ry means,
The agenda 'might include such issues
it is time to reassess poss1b1ht1es for a as the degree of autonomy of the Musmediated settlement oi basic issues. Wnat lim/Croat and Serbian groups, mutually
should be the prerequisites for such direct agreeable territorial divisions based on the
negotiations?
51/49 proposal of the Contact Group, and
Proven commitments of a practical na- the right to fonn special relationships beture can be required, such as those ac- tween Serbs and Croats in Bosnia and
cepted last December by the Serbs and their neighbors in Serbia and Croatia.
the Muslim-Croat federation in Bosnia:
A peace strategy would not excuse any
1 - A cessation of hostilities and dis- of the human rights abuses, violations of
engagement of armed forces .
cease-fires, taking of hostages or failure to ·
2 - Freedom of movement of U.N. -comply with U.N. resolutions. But the pripeacekeepers.
mary task now is finding a lasting peace
3 - Unrestricted movement of United and preventing further abuses:
Nations convoys to deliver relief supplies
to Sarajevo and other safe havens.
JIMMY CARTER was president of the Uniled
4 - The Sarajevo airport open to States from 1977-81.

If the international community is to re-
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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

24 July 1995

Dear Mr. Chairman,
Having returned to New York this week-end, I wanted you to know
how disappointed I was to have to ask yo_u to postpone the meeting on
Capitol Hill with House and Senate Members which you so kindly had
arranged. In view of the current situation in Bosnia I am obliged, as I am
sure you will understand, to remain in New York during these next days in
order to brief the Members of the Security Council and to consult with them
as may be required. ·I was very much lookipg forward to the opportunity to
exchange views with you and your colleagues in Washington. I hope that an
appropriate occasion can be found in the near future so that such a meeting
can be rescheduled.
'
.,tJ.
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Yours sincerely,
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Mr. Benjamin A. Gilman
.Chairman
-...:. Committee on International Relations
United States House of Representatives
Washington, ·D.C.

Boutros Boutros-Ghali

UNITED NATIONS
POSTAL AOORIESS-ADAESSE POSTALE

UNITED NATIONS,

N .Y.

10017
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21 July 1995

RIEf'ERIENCIE :

Dear Ambassador Albright,
It is our understanding that the United States Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence is investigating the border incident
involving the arrest and detention of Mr. Barloon and Mr.
Daliberti by the Iraqi authorities.
While we welcome the release of the two men in question, we
remain disturbed by the allegations levelled ag?-tr.ist )i£_• _ Iqbal
Riza, the United Nations Assistant-Secretary-General for Peacekeeping Operations in connection with this incident. Mr. Riza
has categorically denied these allegations which he characterized
as spurious and groundless. Additionally we have heard reports
that members of the Committee's staff have confirmed the absence
of any information to substantiate such allegations. We wish to
protest in the strongest terms - the fact that . Mr. Riza has been
oblig-ed___fo ···respond to media reports without the benefit of the
knowledge of the source, the foundation, or even the content of
th~ allegations.
Further, these reports not only have caused
personal distress to Mr. Riza but could damage his professional
reputation and affect his capacity to deal with certain
governments. Moreover, the attacks on Mr. Riza, if allowed to go
unchallenged, also damage the Organization itself.
Since the Committee did not call upon Mr. Riza to appear
before it, despite his stated willingness to do so subject to the
approval of the Secretary-General, it is reasonable to conclude
that the Committee has no basis upon which to proceed with its
consideration of the allegations. We cannot, however, allow such
serious charges to subside by default and do hereby respectfully
request that the Committee issue an official statement to that
effect and inform the Secretariat of the source and nature of the
/, allegations.
Yours sincerely,
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Joseph E. Connor
Under-Secretary-General
Adminstration and Management

H.E. Dr. Madeleine Korbel Albright
Permanent Representative of the
United States Mission to the United Nations
New York
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TO :

J oseph E. Connor

A:
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DE :

Ralph Za~~'rt;\
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Date

21 July 1995

FOR ACTION

POUR SUITE A DONNER

FOR APPROVAL

POUR APPROBATION

FOR SIGNATURE
FOR COMMENTS

xx
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POUR SIGNATURE
POUR OBSERVATIONS

MAY WE DISCUSS?

POURRIONS-NOUS EN PARLER '

YOUR ATTENTION

VOTRE ATTENTION

AS DISCUSSED

COMME CONVENU

AS REQUESTED

SUITE A VOTRE DEMANDE

NOTE AND RETURN

NOTER ET RETOURNER

FOR INFORMATION

POUR INFORMATION

cc: Mr. Aime J
·M r. Riza
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OF AMERICA TO THE UNITED NATIONS

rn
EXECUTIVE OfTICE

Of THE SECR TARY-GENERAL

July 21, 1995
Dear Jean-Claude:
Thank you very much for your personal involv~nt ~o gain the
release of American citizens, David Daliberti and Wi lliam
Barloon. Your efforts over the - months, in a number of ways,
including provision of written materials related to their
detention, made a big difference to the men, their families, and
to interested members of the U.S. Congress.
President Clinton and Ambassador Albright followed very closely
the developments related to their detention. They are both
deeply grateful for your intervention. Jean-Claude, I thank you
again for your concern for the welfare of our two citizens.
Sincerely,~

Mr. Jean-Claude Aime,
Assistant Secretary General,
Chief of Staff of
the United Nations,
New York, New York 10017.
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20 July 1994

Dear Senator Rangel,
On behalf of the Secretary-General, I thank you
for you~ letter of 21 June 1994. I have forwarded
your letter to the Secretary-General who is travelling
to Rwanda and will return to New York on 24 July. I
will l et you know whether the Secretary-General would
like you to make any special arrangements for his
visit to Washington, in addition to what we now
understand will be a tea with the members of the
International Relations Committees of the House and
Senate on 27 July at 3.30 p.m.
Yours sincerely,
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Je -Claude Ai
Chief of Staf

EOSG/CENTRAL

The Honourabl e Charles B. Rangel
United States Senator
United States Senate
Washington, o.c.
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Secretary General Boutros Boutros-Ghali
United Nations
New York, NY 10017
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Dear Secretary General:
I was
to hear that your schedule will allow you to
meet with members of the International Relations Committees
of the House and Senate on July 26.
Please let me know if there is any way my staff can be of
assistance. I am also prepared to alert the Con ressional Black
Caucus to your _yi_sit_ in the event you a re able to schedule an
additional meeting.
I look forward to your visit,
continued support.
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PHONE: (212) 348--9630
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Embassy of the United States of America
Canberra, Australia

July 19, 1995
His Excellency
Mr. Boutros Boutros-Ghali
Secretary General of the
United Nations
New York, N.Y. 10017
Dear: i•I.r:. Secr~tary General:

My personal greetings!
I wish to call to your
attention the Veteran's Affairs-National Medical Musical
Group, a singing group of note, whom I've heard perform at
Carnegie Hall. They are outstanding and I comme a them to
you highly should they approach you.

ward J. Perkins
bassador

. 5.
~
Minnesota
House of
Representatives

Mike Jaros
State Representative

District 78
St. Louis County

Irv Anderson, Speaker

CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEES: AGRICULTURE ; TAXES; SALES AND INCOME TAX DIVISION

July 17, 1995
Mr. Boutros Ghali
United Nations Secretary General
United Nations, Room S-3800
New York, NY 10017
RE:

Serbian Held Concentration Camps in Bosnia

Dear Mr. Ghali:
It has come to my attention that Mr. Arif Ramie of ul. Osmana
Dzafica 65 in Prijedor, Bosnia 79200 ( tel. 79-26-732) has been
taken to a Serbian- concentrat1on c amp in Omarska. This
particular camp is the one that journalist Roy- Gutman of Newsday
discovered in 1992, I believe. f am being informed by Bosnian
refugees here in Minnesota that there is a number of other camps
in Northern Bosnia.
Mr. Ramie has been robbed of everything--his home, tractors,
money and automobile and now his life is in danger. His wife,
Sadija and her brother, Mehmed Gutic, live at the above address.
Mehmed Gutic is paralyzed.
Please help Mr. Ramie to get out and
to get out with his wife and brother-in-law.
Mr. Ramie's daughter lives in Minneapolis, Minnesota:
Hodzic, 58 St. Mary's Avenue SE, Minneapolis, 55414.

Medina

Thank you for your prompt attention and assistance.
Sincerely;

aros
Representative
cc:

US State Department
International Red Cross
Mr. Anthony Lake, US Security Advisor

619 E. 6th Street, Duluth , Minnesota 55805
State Office Building , 100 Constitution Ave. , St. Paul , Minnesota 55155-1298
House Fax (612) 296-1563

EOSG/CENTRAL

(218) 727-0412
(612) 296-4246
TDD 1-800-657-3550
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EXIECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL
CABINET OU SECRETAIRE GENERAL

6 July 1995

Dear Madam Ambassador,
The Secretary-General would be grateful if you could kindly forward
the enclosed letter to His Excellency Mr . .William J. Clinton, President of the
United States of America.
A copy of the letter is attached for your information.
Please accept, Madam Ambassador, the assurances of my highest
consideration.
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1 Adviser
-General

Her Excellency
Dr. Madeleine Korbel Albright
Permanent Representative of the United States
to the United Nations
New York
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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

3 July 1995

Dear Mr. President,
Thank you for your letter of 14 June 1995,
informing me of President Aristide's request for
assistance in doubling the rate of graduation of
police cadets in Haiti. I am grateful that you have
responded favourably and have asked Canada, the
European Commission and France to accelerate and
intensify their support for this effort as well.
In addition to proper training and equipment, a
loyal and professional police force depends upon its
government's ability to meet its payroll adequately
and regularly.
I intend to raise this point with
President Chirac this week in Geneva.
I am also in
touch with Prime Minister Chretien and President
Santer, asking them to do all they can to help bring
about a well-functioning police service and a
competent, independent judiciary as essential factors
for the progress of development and democracy in
Haiti.
Please accept, Mr. President, the assurances of
my highest consideration.
Yours sincerely,
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Boutros Boutros-Ghali

EOSG/CENTRAL
His Excellency
Mr. William J. Clinton
President of the United States of America
Washington, D.C.

